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Abstract
Background: Stomatitis accompanied with receiving chemotherapy occur approximately 40% among all
patients. The onset of starting stomatitis among patients receiving chemotherapy around days four to five day from
starting chemotherapy with a peak on the 7th -14th day after chemotherapy. Aim of the study: to evaluate impact of
using pure natural honey as a topical application for patients who receiving chemotherapy regimens on reducing risk
of stomatitis. Research design: Quasi-experimental research design was utilized in the current study. Subjects: A
purposive sample including (60) male and female adult patients were included in the current study. Setting: This
study was carried out at oncology center in Minia city in chemotherapy outpatient clinic, inpatient and outpatient
chemotherapy department. Tools of data collection: Three tools were utilized to collect data: 1- Patient's
biosociodemographic characteristic: structured interview tool; 2- Beck Oral Assessment Scale (BOAS); 3- oral
toxicity Scale. Results: There was a highly statistical significant difference regard beck oral assessment
manifestations between study and control groups during third observation for them post first session of
chemotherapy. Also, there was a highly statistical significant difference among same groups during three
observations post second and third session of chemotherapy. Results illustrate that the percentage of oral stomatitis
degree occurs among study group in three sessions were (0.0%, 3.3%, 6.7%) in the three observations respectively.
Conclusion: Honey was an effective in preventing and decreasing oral stomatitis and gingivitis in patients receiving
chemotherapy. Recommendations: Regular training programs to keep nurses in oncology unit updated with the most
recent strategy for oral hygiene that promote oral wellness.
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amber. Honey contains a variety of phytochemicals (as well as
Introduction
Stomatitis is a common side effect of chemotherapy other substances such as organic acids, vitamins, and enzymes)
and is characterized by pain, erythema, ulcerations and that may serve as sources of dietary antioxidants. Clover
inflammation of the surface of the mucous membrane in the contains higher water content and a larger proportion of
oral cavity. It develops as a direct result of chemotherapy glucose relative to fructose. As a result, clover honey tends to
destroying healthy cells in the mouth. Overall, 40% of people have a higher water content, which may permit it to crystallize
who have chemotherapy as part of their cancer treatment will more readily over time (5).
develop some degree of stomatitis. Its severity depends on the
type of chemotherapeutic agent and the dose used (1).
Aim of the study
The provision of effective oral care is a fundamental
The aim of the present study was to evaluate impact
and essential element of nursing practice in oncology setting. of using pure natural honey as a topical application for patients
Nurses and medical staff have a vital role in the promotion of who receiving chemotherapy regimens on reducing risk of
good oral health and hygiene, in preventing discomfort and stomatitis through:
inadequate nutrition, in detecting oral disease in the early
 Assess patients who receiving chemotherapy and free
stages and in improving outcomes for patients. The prevention
from stomatitis degree.
of deterioration in patient's teeth and mouth will be less costly
 Prepare and implement of using pure natural honey as
than the treatment of the oral and systemic diseases that occur
a topical application for patients
who receiving
as a consequence of poor oral health (2).
chemotherapy regimen on reducing risk of stomatitis.
Oral assessments should be carried out at regular
 Evaluate the effectiveness of using pure natural honey
intervals to monitor the effectiveness of oral hygiene
as atopical application for patients who receiving
interventions and their impact on oral health, identification of
chemotherapy regimen on reducing risk of stomatitis.
risks for oral Health problems. As well as encourage oral
hygiene after meals and before going to bed .If specific Research hypothesis
problems such as swallowing difficulties are identified, the
 Using pure natural honey as an oral topical
patient should be referred to physician. Assistance should be
application for patients who receiving chemotherapy
provided to maintain independence, with the use of aids to oral
regimens will reduce risk and degree of stomatitis.
hygiene and techniques such as prompting, applying toothpaste
to the brush, guiding the person’s hand, and providing Subjects and Methods
appropriate support for denture care and hygiene. Clean lips Research Design:
with water-moistened gauze and protect with a lubricant to
Quasi-experimental research design was utilized in
minimize the risk of dry, cracked and uncomfortable lips (3, 4).
the current study.
Operational definition
Clover honey is a variety of honey made by bees that
are fed clover. Depending on the location and source, clover
honey varies in color from water white to different tones of
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Setting:
The current study was carried out at oncology center
in Minia city in chemotherapy outpatient clinic, inpatient and
outpatient chemotherapy department. The chemotherapy
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outpatient clinic is located in the first floor which is one room The scale graded from one (1) which mean normal
for examination. The inpatient chemotherapy department is manifestations to four (4) which mean highest degree of
located in third floor. It consists of two rooms one for adult abnormal manifestations. The total score of this scale classified
male and one for adult female; each one contains 4-5 beds into four results as following: five (5): No dysfunction, six to
.However, the another outpatient chemotherapy department is ten(6-10): Mild dysfunction, eleven to fifteen(11-15):
located in the fourth floor. It consists of two rooms one for Moderate dysfunction, sixteen to twenty (16 -20) : severe
adult male and one for adult female; each one contains 4 dysfunction.
beds.it affilted by General Secretariat of specialized medical Tool 3: oral toxicity Scale .It is adopted from (8) to assess any
centers, Ministry of health.
presence of stomatitis symptoms. It consist of five symptoms,
which grading from zero(0):none(no description),one(1):mild
stomatitis , (2) :moderate stomatitis ,three(3) :severe stomatitis
Subjects:
A sample of purposive including (60) male and ,four (4): (Life threatening or oral alimentation impossible).
female adult patients who were willing to participate in the
current study, classified equally (no.=30)for study group and Validity of tools
(no.=30)for control group according to the determination of the
Tools content validity was done to identify the degree
sample size is based upon the following sample calculation to which the used tools measure what was supposed to be
formula: http://www.ifad.org/gender/tools/hfs/ anthropometry).
measured. The developed tools were examined by a panel of
t2 x p (1-p)
five experts in the field of the study (Minia University , Assiut
N
=
University - faculty of nursing (Medical Surgical Nursing
m2
Department) and faculty of agriculture-plant protection
department (Beekeeping Specialty).All jury member (100%)
(1.96)2 x 0.04 (1- 0.04)
N
=
N = 59
agree that current study tools were valid and relavant with the
0.052
aim of the study . A pilot study was carried out on 6 patients
Description:
(10%) of the total sample to test feasibility, objectivity, and
N = required sample size
applicability of the tools. Results of the pilot study illustrated
t = confidence level at 95 % (standard value of 1.960)
p = estimated prevalence of stomatitis in chemotherapy patient that no any refinements and modifications needed so the
subjects were included to the actual sample.
at Minia city oncology center 2014 (0.04)
m = margin of error at 5 % (standard value of 0.050).
Both groups of current study were selected according to the Reliability of tools
Cronbach's alpha for reliability testing internal
following inclusion and exclusion criteria:
consistency was performed for each section for World Health
Organization (WHO) Oral Toxicity Scale tool and Beck Oral
Inclusive criteria:
1. All adult patients newly admitted to oncology center Assessment Scale (BOAS) it was found ( 0.91,0.95)
one week before the first dose of starting Respectively.
chemotherapy.
Ethical Consideration
2. Conscious patients who were able to use mouth care.
An official permission to conduct the study was
3. Patients with all types of cancer newly ordered for
obtained from the ethical committee in the faculty of nursing,
chemotherapy.
dean of nursing faculty, oncology institute director, research
4. Both sexes (male and female).
center afflicted to Egypt Ministry of Health and agreement
from Egypt academic for research center and technology.
Exclusive criteria:
Written consents were obtained from subjects who were
1. Patients has past history of recurrent stomatitis
2. Patient with past history of anemia (hemoglobin less informed about the purpose, procedure, benefits, nature of the
study, follow up and his/her had the right to withdraw from the
than 10gm)
study at any time without any rational. Confidentiality and
3. Patient receiving immunosuppression medication
anonymity of each subject were ensured through coding of all
4. Hypersensitivity to honey
data and protecting the obtained data.
5. Diabetes mellitus.
6. Liver cirrhosis
Procedure
The current study was conducted by preparing of
Tools of data collection:
Three tools were utilized to collect data pertinent for different data collection tools, in addition obtaining formal
this current study. Two tools are standard and one tool was paper agreement which was taken induration one month before
developed by the researcher, and then reviewed by a panel of conducting the study. The researcher was bought many bottle
of honey from plant protection department (Beekeeping
five experts, these tools are:
Tool 1: Patient's biosociodemographic Characteristic: specialty) faculty of agriculture - Minia University before
structured interview tool to collect pertinent data related to the starting implementation of the current study. The total data
following :( age, gender, marital status, medical diagnosis, Collection were collected over a period of eight months
starting from October 2015 to May 2016. The researcher carry
hospital stay duration, body weight … etc.
It was adopted from (6) and modified by the researcher out the study on daily basis during morning shift in
chemotherapy outpatient clinic to select patients relevant with
after revising extensive literature review.
Tool 2: Beck Oral Assessment Scale (BOAS); It is adopted study free from stomatitis.
The researcher was started collection of data by using
from (7) which was assess the condition of the study sample's
three
tools
from control group firstly after that starting data
(study and control) oral cavity. Consists of five items that
assess the lips, gingiva, tongue, teeth, and saliva by inspection. collection from study group, when both sample were in
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outpatient clinic-inpatient chemotherapy department. The Limitation of the study
number of sessions for data collection from control group was
1. Formalities from the oncology center toward the
nine sessions ,its duration ranged from 20 to 30 minute, in
study.
addition telephone interview for follow up presence of oral
2. Some patients discontinue proceeding in current
dysfunction and stomatitis symptoms while sessions duration
study due to their refusing training and educational
for study group was 45-60 minute because they perform
practices or not completing their treatment session and
training and educational practices (tool 4):(hand washing and
the researcher excluded them from the study sample .
mouth care with honey application ),this training include two
3. Cost of honey and normal saline 0.9% is high and the
parts: First part: standard hand washing procedure which
hospital not supported by any facilities to apply this
include 15steps (9) .Second part: mouth care with honey
study.
application which include 15 steps . Classified into two
domains 1. First domain (rinse with saline solution from step Statistical analysis of data
(1-8)(10). 2. Second domain (honey application from step (9-15)
Data were summarized, tabulated, and presented using
(11)
. Both previous parts grading from 2 (do the procedure) to descriptive statistics in the form of frequency distribution,
1(didn't the procedure). In addition telephone interview for percentages, means and the standard deviations as a measure of
follow up presence of oral dysfunction and stomatitis dispersion. A statistical package for the social science (SPSS),
symptoms during frequency between chemotherapy sessions version (20) was used for statistical analysis of the data, as it
range from 2 to 3 weeks.
contains the test of significance given in standard statistical
books. Numerical data were expressed as mean and SD.
Results
Table (1) Socio demographic characteristics of study & control groups (n= 60).
Groups
Socio demographic data
Study (n=30)
Control (n=30)
P-value
n
%
N
%
Age / years
184
13.3
3
10
303
10
6
20
.093
4012
40
4
13.3
NS
50- 65
11
36.7
17
56.7
Mean ± SD
45.7 ± 12.6 years
47.6 ± 11.9 years
Gender
Male
10
33.3
9
30
.781NS
Female
20
66.7
21
70
Marital status
Single
2
6.7
2
6.7
.372
Married
27
90
24
80
NS
Widow
1
3.3
4
13.3
Level of education
Illiterate
21
70
23
76.7
.753
Read and write
3
10
3
10.0
NS
Secondary school and diploma
5
16.7
4
13.3
University graduate
1
3.3
0
0.0
Employment status
Student
1
3.3
0
0
.751
Work
6
20
5
16.7
NS
Not work
5
16.7
6
20
House wife
18
60
19
63.3
Residence
Rural
29
96.7
26
86.7
.161
Urban
1
3.3
4
13.3
NS
NS= not significant
It shows that , the mean average age among study group was 45.7 ± 12.6 years old and more than two third (66.7 % )
among them their gender were female while the mean average age among control group were 47.6 ± 11.9 years old and their
gender were female constituted (70%) . As regard marital status for both groups, the highest percentage among study and control
groups were married constituted (90%&80%) respectively. Nearly similar percentage (70%&76.7%) & (60%&63.3%)
respectively among study and control groups their level of education and occupation were illiterate and house wives. Most of the
study sample (study and control group) was lived in rural area constituted (96.7% &86.7%) respectively.
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Table (2) Percentage distribution of the study sample as regards medical information data (n= 60).
Groups
Medical information
Study (n=30)
Control (n=30)
P-value
n
%
N
%
Medical diagnosis
Breast cancer
6
20
7
23.3
Colon cancer
15
50
15
50
.542
Bladder cancer
4
13.3
5
16.7
NS
Lymphoma
5
16.7
3
10
Frequency of chemotherapy
Every 2 weeks
١٥
50
١٥
50
Every 3 weeks
15
50
15
50
……..
Hospital stay/ days
1
15
50
15
50
……….
3
15
50
15
50
Past experience about honey application as a method of oral care
Doesn’t know
30
100
30
100
…….
Health history of chronic disease
Yes
4
13.3
2
6.7
.254
No
26
86.7
28
93.32
NS
If yes
Rheumatic fever
١
٢٥
١
٥٠
Open heart (CABG)
١
٢٥
١
٥٠
0.372
Hypertension
١
٢٥
٠
٠
NS
Rheumatoid arthritis
١
٢٥
٠
٠
Variance in body weight between pre & post chemotherapy\ kg
No change
3
10
4
13.3
Gain 1- 4
13
43.3
1
3.4
Gain 4 – 6
13
43.3
0
0.0
.000**
Loss 1-4
1
3.4
18
60
Loss 5-8
0
0
7
23.3
NS= not significant
** highly statistically significant
It shows that, as regard medical diagnosis for study and control groups results represented that, half of them were
diagnosed as cancer colon and their length of hospital stay duration was between 1 or 3 days constituted (50%) , the table
illustrated that all (100%) of study sample (study and control groups) had no experience regard using of honey application . as
regard the variance in body weight pre and post chemotherapy , there is gain of weight (1-6 kg ) in 43.3% of the study group
while there is loss of body weight (1-4 kg ) in 60% of control group , there were a highly statistical significant difference
between study and control groups.
Table (3) Differences of beck oral assessment scale (BOAS manifestations) among study and control groups post three sessions of
chemotherapy (n= 60).
First dose
Second dose
Third dose
Study
Control
Study
Control
Study
Control
Beck Oral Assessment Scale
(n=30)
(n=30)
(n=30)
(n=30)
(n=30)
(n=30)
n (%)
n (%)
n (%)
n (%)
n (%)
n (%)
First observation
No dysfunction (5)
30 (100)
30 (100)
30 (100) 14 (46.7)
28
9 (30)
(93.3)
Mild dysfunction (6- 10)
0 (.0)
0 (.0)
0 (.0)
11(36.7)
2 (6.7)
15 (50)
Moderate dysfunction (11- 15)
0 (.0)
0 (.0)
0 (.0)
5 (16.6)
0 (.0)
6 (20)
Severe dysfunction (16- 20)
0 (.0)
0 (.0)
0 (.0)
0 (.0)
0 (.0)
0 (.0)
t
…………….
-4.535
-4.781
P- value
…………..
.000**
.000**
Second observation
No dysfunction (5)
29 (96.7) 17 (56.7) 30 (100)
6(20)
28
7 (23.4)
(93.3)
Mild dysfunction (6- 10)
1 (3.3)
13 (43.3)
0 (.0)
18(60)
2 (6.7)
8 (26.7)
Moderate dysfunction (11- 15)
0 (.0)
0 (.0)
0 (.0)
6(20)
0 (.0)
14 (46.7)
Severe dysfunction (16- 20)
0 (.0)
0 (.0)
0 (.0)
0 (.0)
0 (.0)
1 (3.3)
t
-3.268
-8.623
-7.601
P- value
.002*
.000**
.000**
Third observation
No dysfunction (5)
29 (96.7)
12 (40)
30 (100)
6 (20)
29
7(23.4)
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First dose
Second dose
Study
Control
Study
Control
Beck Oral Assessment Scale
(n=30)
(n=30)
(n=30)
(n=30)
n (%)
n (%)
n (%)
n (%)

Third dose
Study
Control
(n=30)
(n=30)
n (%)
n (%)
(96.7)
1 (3.3)
3 (10)
0 (.0)
18 (60)
0 (.0)
2 (6.7)
-8.201
.000**

Mild dysfunction (6- 10)
0 (.0)
16 (53.3)
0 (.0)
13 (43.3)
Moderate dysfunction (11- 15)
1 (3.3)
2(6.7)
0 (.0)
10 (33.3)
Severe dysfunction (16- 20)
0 (.0)
0 (.0)
0 (.0)
1 (3.3)
t
-3.889
-7.912
P- value
.000**
.000**
* p ≤.05
** p ≤.01
(BOAS): Beck Oral Assessment Scale
It shows that, there was a highly statistical significant difference regard BOAS manifestations between study and control
groups during third observation for them post first session of chemotherapy. Also, there was a highly statistical significant
difference among same groups during three observations post second and third session of chemotherapy.
Table (4) Differences of (WHO) Oral Toxicity Scale among study & control groups post three sessions of chemotherapy (n= 60).
First dose
Second dose
Third dose
Study
Control
Study
Control
Study
Control
WHO oral toxicity scale
(n=30)
(n=30)
(n=30)
(n=30)
(n=30)
(n=30)
n (%)
n (%)
n (%)
n (%)
n (%)
n (%)
First observation
Non (0)
30 (100)
30 (100)
30 (100)
15(50)
28 (93.3)
10 (33.3)
Mild (oral soreness, erythema)
0 (.0)
0 (.0)
0 (.0)
11(36.7)
2 (6.7)
14 (46.7)
Moderate (oral erythema, ulcers,
0 (.0)
0 (.0)
0 (.0)
4(13.3)
0 (.0)
5 (16.7)
solid diet tolerated)
Severe (oral ulcers, liquid diet only)
0 (.0)
0 (.0)
0 (.0)
0 (.0)
0 (.0)
1 (3.3)
Life threatening (oral alimentation
0 (.0)
0 (.0)
0 (.0)
0 (.0)
0 (.0)
(.0)
impossible)
t
…………….
-4.829
-5.420
P- value
…………..
.000**
.000**
Second observation
Non (0)
29 (96.7)
23(76.7)
30 (100)
6(20)
28 (93.3)
7(23.4)
Mild (oral soreness, erythema)
1 (3.3)
7(23.3)
0 (.0)
15(50)
2 (6.7)
6 (20)
Moderate (oral erythema, ulcers,
0 (.0)
0 (.0)
0 (.0)
9(30)
0 (.0)
16 (53.3)
solid diet tolerated)
Severe (oral ulcers, liquid diet only)
0 (.0)
0 (.0)
0 (.0)
0 (.0)
0 (.0)
1 (3.3)
Life threatening (oral alimentation
0 (.0)
0 (.0)
0 (.0)
0 (.0)
0 (.0)
(.0)
impossible)
t
-2.344
-8.462
-7.295
P- value
.02*
.000**
.000**
Third observation
Non (0)
29 (96.7)
13(43.3)
30 (100)
7(23.3)
29 (96.7)
7(23.4)
Mild (oral soreness, erythema)
0 (.0)
15(50)
0 (.0)
14(46.7)
1 (3.3)
10 (33.3)
Moderate (oral erythema, ulcers,
0 (.0)
2(6.7)
0 (.0)
8(26.7)
0 (.0)
18 (60)
solid diet tolerated)
Severe (oral ulcers, liquid diet only)
1 (3.3)
0 (.0)
0 (.0)
1 (3.3)
0 (.0)
1 (3.3)
Life threatening (oral alimentation
0 (.0)
0 (s.0)
0 (.0)
0 (.0)
0 (.0)
(.0)
impossible)
t
-3.547
-7.503
-8.020
P- value
.001**
.000**
.000**
(WHO): World Health Organization
It displays that, there was a highly statistical significant difference among study and control groups regard degree of
stomatitis during third observation post first session of chemotherapy & also there was a highly statistical significant difference
among same groups during three observations post second and third session of chemotherapy . Results also revealed that statistical
significant difference among both groups regard degree of stomatitis only during second observation post first session of
chemotherapy. The table illustrated that the percentage of oral stomatitis degree occurs among study group in three sessions were
(0.0%, 3.3%, 6.7%) in the three observations respectively.
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Table (5) Correlations between socio demographic data regard to beck oral assessment scale (BOAS) and oral toxicity scale (sum
of three sessions) for the study and control groups.
BOAS
Oral toxicity scale
Socio demographic data
Study
Control
Study
Control
r
p
r
p
r
p
r
p
Age
-.293
.116
.138
.468
-.410*
.024
.176
.353
Gender
.158
.403
-.119
.530
.076
.692
-.151
.424
Marital status
-.037
.845
.355
.054
-.192
.308
.323
.082
Educational level
.164
.386
.101
.597
.290
.120
.055
.773
Employee status
.141
.457
-.004
.984
.00
.00
-.015
.939
Residence
.148
.437
.121
.525
.164
.386
.108
.570
It shows that, there was no statistical significant correlation between socio demographic data for study and control groups
with result of beck oral assessment scale (BOAS) post three sessions of chemotherapy. Also there was no statistical significant
correlation between socio demographic data for study and control groups with result of oral toxicity scale except for age among
study group, a correlation was found with previous scale post three sessions of chemotherapy.
Table (6) Correlations between beck oral assessment scale (BOAS) and oral toxicity scale (sum of three sessions) for the study
and control groups.
Oral toxicity scale
Study
Control
r
p
r
p
BOAS
.945**
.000
.961**
.000
It shows that, there was strong positive correlation between result of beck oral assessment scale (BOAS) and oral toxicity
scale among study and control groups post three sessions of chemotherapy.
Table (7) Correlations between medical data regard to BOAS and Oral toxicity scale (sum of three sessions) for the study and
control groups.
BOAS
Oral toxicity scale
Medical data
Study
Control
Study
Control
r
p
r
p
r
p
r
p
Medical diagnosis
-.129
.497
.107
.574
-.037
.845
.058
.759
Health history
-.113
.552
.001
.995
-.126
.508
-.029
.880
Variance in body weight
between
pre
&
post
.346
.03*
.206
.274
.456
.06
.261
.274
chemotherapy\ kg
* p = ≤.05 (statistical significance)
** p = ≤.01 (highly statistical significance)
It shows that, there was no statistical significant correlation between all medical data for study and control groups with
result of beck oral assessment scale (BOAS) and oral toxicity scale except Variance in body weight between pre & post
chemotherapy among study group, a correlation was found with beck oral assessment scale (BOAS) only post three sessions of
chemotherapy.
Discussion
Oral stomatitis is one of the most common and a
significant complication of cancer chemotherapy and is
experienced by around 40% of the patients undergoing
chemotherapy .Stomatitis-induced pain disturbs patients and
makes it difficult to eat and drink, resulting in indigestion and
dehydration, compromise the patient’s nutritional status
because of a decrease of food intake, leading to weight loss.
Stomatitis can also disturb speaking and communication with
others, resulting in psychological , social problems, increase
the length of hospitalization, increased morbidity, mortality,
and increased health care costs. Good oral care is the only
effective intervention that is helpful in prevention, reducing the
duration and severity of oral stomatitis and it has impact of oral
flora.
The present study revealed that most of patient age
ranged from 40 -65 years old due to lower immunity and poor
nutrition. This result supported by the work of the (12) who
concluded that the risk of begin diagnosed with cancer
increases as individuals aged, most cases occur in adults in the
middle aged or older. In the same line study by (13) stated that it
is worth mentioning that 55% of cancer occurs in people over
P a g e |6

65 years of age. Also this result supported by (14) who stated
that patients over 50 years of age may develop severe
stomatitis, perhaps because of insufficient DNA repair
,decreased renal function and compromised tissue recovery
caused by the decline in stem cell reserves in elderly patients.
However
this result
was in
contradicted with
(15, 16, 17)
they said that Younger age is thought to be a risk
factor due to a higher mucosal turnover rate; with an earlier
onset observed in pediatric patients.
The present study revealed that more than half of the
study and control groups were female because current study
setting illustrated that female had a poor performance status.
This results agrees with (6) reported that cancer is three times as
common in women as in men. Also, (18) studied the impact of
gender on the incidence of oral stomatitis as part of a
randomized trial comparing therapeutic mouthwashes in 148
patients undergoing autologous stem cell transplantation. Oral
stomatitis occurred significantly more often in women than in
men (86% vs. 60%) and was more severe and of longer
duration. The present study mentioned that , the chemotherapy
agent were received by study group is 5-FU related to study
setting protocol of management (fluorouracil, cisplatin,
Faten B .R. et al
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adriamycin,…….,etc.) .This results agrees with (19) women .000** . This result was further supported by (35)showed that
receiving 5-FU appear to be at higher risk for oral stomatitis, in honey caused virtually better recovery of stomatitis among
an analysis of 4 colorectal cancer trials of 5-FU–containing patients compared with routing solution administered at the
regimens including 1074 patients and reported that, compared ward among 70 patients with acute myeloid leukemia and
with men, women had a significantly higher average toxicity lymphoid leukemia under chemotherapy.
grade and incidence of toxicity grade 2 or higher. On the other
Also, the world Health Organization (WHO) has cited
hand ;( 20) contradicted this finding which explained that men that honey demulcents may soothe the throat; honey reduces
experience a higher incidence of cancer than do women.
inflammation and edema, stimulates epithelialization and tissue
The result of the present study revealed that the regeneration and thus improves granulation and debridement.
majority of patients were from rural area in both groups Honey by its sweet substances stimulates saliva secretion and
currently held to be strictly related to social, cultural and also the secretion of mucus in the airways. Previously, some
educational background, lack of facilities. On contrary to the studies have proved promising effects of honey on the cancer
finding,(21) found that there is evidence to suggest rural treatment-induced oral stomatitis. Honey potentiated the
populations are diagnosed at a more advanced stage of cancer antitumor activity of chemotherapeutic drugs such as 5.This finding raises questions regarding availability and fluorouracil and cyclophosphamide. (28, 30, 36, 37)
utilization of preventive, screening, and diagnostic services in
The current study revealed that statistically significant
rural areas as well as the existence of unique social and differences between control and study groups who receive
behavioral barriers.
normal saline plus honey for prevention of oral stomatitis. This
According to (22) the majority of data available indicate finding is in agreement with (38) who found that statistically
there are no differences between rural and urban populations significant differences between control group and those who
with regard to cancer incidence and mortality, but a number of receive normal saline alone or normal saline plus honey for
studies find cancer incidence increases with population density, prevention of oral stomatitis. About normal saline these data
which is a characteristic of relatively more urban settings.
are compatible with previous reports that showed effectiveness
In relation to type of cancer, half of the patients were of normal saline in prevention of oral stomatitis in patients
colon cancer in study and control groups because colon cancer with cancer.
receive continuous repetitive and higher dose of chemotherapy
Current study showed that, the length of hospital
and stay three day in the inpatient chemotherapy unit than stay for study group were ranged from 1 to 3 days equally half
other types of cancer. This result was in agreement with (23) among them this related to setting study protocol for colon
who stated that prolonged or repetitive and higher doses cancer average 3 days in addition hospital stay increase when
administration of cytotoxic agents are thought to be associated patients complain from stomatitis which is not occur with
with an increased risk of developing oral stomatitis and the study group.
risk of developing oral stomatitis also increases with the
The current study revealed that study group was
number of chemotherapy cycles and previous experiences of reduced in their complaining from stomatitis than control
chemotherapy-induced stomatitis . This result was in groups, this related to compliance of study group with training
contradicted with (24) who stated that breast cancer is the most and educational practice about hand washing and mouth care
common tumor among women worldwide.
with honey application. This finding is in agreement with (39)
The current study revealed there were gains of weight who states that the prevention and improvement trend of
in less than half of the study group while there is loss of body stomatitis was better among the patients receiving the honey
weight in more than half of control group due to development mouthwash than those receiving the chamomile mouthwash
of stomatitis among them. There is a highly statistical due to its powerful antitumor effects, strengthen the immune
significant difference between study and control groups system and increase feeling of comfort during its using.
which (P - value =.000**) ,this finding is in agreement with
The present study showed that the majority of patients
(25,26)
who stated that 55% of the honey-treated patients showed in study group didn’t develop stomatitis and most of control
either static or positive weight gain during radiotherapy in group developing different grade of stomatitis, This finding is
comparison to 25% in the control arm (p<0.05).
agreement with (34)who evaluated the potential of a honey to
In the current study has been used honey as a reduce the number of outbreaks of recurrent stomatitis ulcers
prevention of stomatitis. This finding is congruent with that of and showed that honey is effective in decreasing the number of
(27)
which aimed to evaluate the efficacy of pure natural honey recurrences and improve the quality of life in patients who
as prophylaxis against radio chemotherapy induced stomatitis suffer from recurrent stomatitis.
in head and neck cancer among forty patients. They found that
The result of the current study revealed that honey had
prophylactic use of pure natural honey was effective in effective in reduction of moderate and sever stomatitis in
reducing stomatitis resulting from radio chemotherapy in patient undergoing chemotherapy .This finding is in agreement
patients with head and neck cancer.
with that of (39) who stated that honey had very positive results
(28, 29, 30, 31, 32,
As well this finding is in agreement with
against oral stomatitis among pediatric cancer patients
33, 34)
they found that honey is also recommended in dental undergoing chemo/radiotherapy and showed a significant
hygiene. The use of honey three times a day after meals reduction in grade III & IV oral stomatitis in the experimental
significantly reduces plaque and the risk of gingivitis. It also group (20%) incidence rate versus 55% in the control and
has therapeutic properties in the treatment of gingivitis and those results are in agreement with what was reported by others
periodontal disorders. In a study on 10 cases of dental on the use of honey inside the mouth of cancer patients
infections, the local use of natural honey in dental abscesses undergoing chemo/radiotherapy. (40, 41, 42)
proved to have antibacterial effects.
The current study shows that, there are strong positive
Results of the current study showed a highly correlation between beck oral assessment scales (BOAS) and
statistically significant improvement in the total (WHO) oral (WHO) oral toxicity scale among study and control groups
toxicity scale among patients over time which p value = because it is normally oral cavity or oral function assessment
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with absent of oral stomatitis symptoms and reversely occur. Acknowledgment
This result in agreement with (43) analyzing the influence of
The researchers would like to acknowledge the
chemotherapy on oral health status confirm the finding that contribution of all participants who kindly agreed to take part
poor oral hygiene increases the risk of oral stomatitis. Also (15) in the study. They generously gave their time and attention to
report that Pre-existing conditions such as gingivitis, conduct this study. This study would have been impossible
periodontal disease, plaques and dental carries are likely to without their generosity.
result in a higher incidence of oral stomatitis.
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Abstract
Schools are crowded places for the spread of infectious diseases among students, understanding the different spread
ways of infections allows the preventive measures to be applied. The current study aimed to assess knowledge and
attitudes of school teachers and nurses about upper respiratory tract infections among primary school students.
Research design: A descriptive research design was used in this study. Sample: convenient sample of 234 persons
who were distributed from six governmental primary schools at 3 districts in Minia governorate that were chosen by
multistage random sample. Tools: A structured questionnaire that includes part one: demographic data related to
studied group, part two: school teachers and nurse's knowledge related to upper respiratory tract infections and part
three included their attitudes when they find a case of upper respiratory tract infections. Results: The mean age of
the study sample were 39.4 ± 8.7 years, more than half (52.1%) of them their school place from urban area and 52.6
% of them had unsatisfactory level of knowledge. The majority of the study sample had positive attitudes toward
actions must to do toward preventing the spread of upper respiratory tract infections. There were fair negative
association between the age of teachers, years of experiences and total knowledge scores (r = -.299**, -.278**
respectively). There were weak positive association between knowledge and attitudes of school teachers regarding
prevention of URTI (r = .166 & .297 respectively). Recommendations: Increase the number of school nurses and
provide a school nurse to every school, encourage future educational programs for school teachers, that focusing on:
causes of upper respiratory tract infection, mode of transmission, sign and symptoms, understanding of the
environment that affects the spread of the disease and ways of preventions.
Keywords: Attitudes, knowledge, upper respiratory tract infections.
Introduction
Schools inherently foster the transmission of
infections from person to person because they are a group
setting in which students are in close contact and share supplies
and equipment. The spread of infection does not just stop at the
school, the children pass it to their siblings, friends and family
– out into the wider community as they go from place to
place(1).
Infectious diseases account for millions of school
days lost each year for school students in the United State in (
2014) 40 %of children aged 5–17 years missed 3 or more
school days because of illness or injury. Nearly 22 million
school days are lost each year due to colds alone and 38
million school days are lost each year due to the influenza
virus (2).
In Egypt according to the WHO, the number of
reported cases of mumps was (20390, 7626 and 5143 cases) in
2013, 2014and 2015 respectively. In 2014 the number of
reported cases of chickenpox was 1075 cases, the number of
reported cases of measles was (1314 and 5432 cases) in 2014
and 2015 respectively. In 2015 number of reported cases of the
seasonal influenza was 9769 cases, and German measles was
53 cases (3).
In Minia Governorate, the ministry of health and
population reported that; the number of reported cases of
measles was (4, 27, 175 and 18cases) respectively in 2013,
2014, 2015and 2016. Mumps cases was (1686, 175 and 59
cases) respectively in 2013, 2014 and 2015. Seasonal influenza
cases was (225, 242 and283 cases) respectively in 2014,
2015and 2016. Chickenpox cases were (34 and 198 cases)
respectively in 2015and 2016. And 12 cases of meningitis in
2016(4).
Teachers have a variety of responsibilities for the
health of their students such as motivating them in the
development of healthy habits, encouraging student's
responsibility for health and observing them for signs of health
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problems. Also have a responsibility to model healthy behavior
and provide health instruction. Other responsibility includes
assisting with screening efforts and measures to control spread
of disease. Teachers may counsel students with health
problems and may make referral for assistance as appropriate
(5).

The school nurse's responsibility in infectious disease
control is to determine student at risk, students or staff with
close contact, determine who will provide the required
intervention, and develop strategy for early identification of
additional cases and an exclusion policy. Also she should be
knowledgeable about current infectious diseases regulations
and control, current reportable diseases, collaborate with
health care providers on limitations for the child upon return to
school, promote prevention and control through health
education, serving as a resource person to staff, provide
health counseling to parents and guardians regarding
appropriate treatment and follow-up. School nurses need to be
physically present in schools to address these responsibilities
appropriately. Improved student outcomes result where schools
have a full-time school nurse (6).
Significance of the study
Respiratory infectious diseases aren't new disease but
spreading and identified from thousand years. It can be a major
cause of death among school children and affect child's
schooling by causing absenteeism and delay school
achievement (7) .Worldwide nearly 22 million school days are
lost each year due to colds alone and 38 million due to the
influenza virus (8).At Minia governorate upper respiratory tract
infections are common among school children and rise in
prevalence especially in winter and spring. So this study was
conducted to assess the knowledge and attitudes of teachers
and school nurses because they are the main responsible for the
health of these pupils who haven't developed good personal
habits or immunity to various diseases.
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The attitudes will be measured by using Likert's scale
(9).
Its questions were being recorded into, agree with a score 3,
to some extent 2 disagree with score 1. The participant who
Aim of the Study
This study aimed to assess knowledge and attitudes of had:
school teachers and school nurses about upper respiratory tract
 60 % and more = positive attitude.
infections among primary school students.
 Less than 60% = negative attitude.
Research questions
1- What are the knowledge and attitudes of school teachers
and nurses about upper respiratory tract infections among
primary school students?
2- What are the relations between knowledge and attitudes
of school teachers and school nurses and the prevention
of upper respiratory tract infections?
Subject and Methods
Research design:
A descriptive design was used to achieve the aims of
the current study.
Setting:
The setting was chosen by Multistage Random Sample.
The study was conducted in six governmental primary schools
out of three districts in Minia governorate were chosen and
from each district a rural and an urban primary school were
selected randomly.
Sample
Convenient sample was used in this study. The total
sample size was 234 teachers and school nurses.
Tools of data collection:
Tool one: It was developed by the researcher and it was a
structured questionnaire which was consisted of the following
parts:
 Part I: Personal and socio-demographic data: such as
(age, sex, address, qualifications, etc….).
 Part II: it include knowledge of school teachers and
school nurses about upper respiratory tract infections
e.g. (sign and symptoms, mode of transmission,
etc….).
Tool two: It includes the attitudes of school teachers and
school nurses when they find a case of upper respiratory tract
infections.
Scoring system:
The researcher determined 26 questions about
knowledge of upper respiratory tract infections, every question
equal one degree and total score equal 26 degrees. After the
calculation of each person's scores the participant who had:
 ≥60 % = Satisfying knowledge.
 < 60% = Unsatisfying knowledge.

Validity
The tools were tested for content validity by three
experts of academic medical and nursing staff from faculty
medicine and faculty of nursing at Minia University.
Modifications were done accordingly.
Reliability
The tools were designed in its final format and tested
for reliability by using internal consistency using Cronbach
test, the tools proved to be reliable (0.73).
Pilot study
A pilot study was conducted on 10% of the study sample
in the selected setting to evaluate the applicability & clarity of
the tools. No modification was done in the study tool based on
the pilot study. This sample was included into study sample.
Ethical consideration:
An official letter of the study approval was obtained from
the dean of the faculty of nursing at Minia University to
undersecretary of the ministry of education, then to the
chairman of the previously mentioned setting. A written initial
approval obtained from the research ethical committee of the
faculty of nursing, Minia University. An oral permission for
voluntary participation was obtained from teachers and school
nurses and purpose of the study was explained.
Study procedure
The researcher initially introduced herself to all
participants and they were assured that the collected data
would be absolutely confidential. Persons were informed that
participation is voluntary. Data were collected within 3 months
from February to April 2016, two days/week at official school
time from 8 Am: 12 pm. The investigator met the subjects in
their work place and they were interviewed at times that were
convenient to them. The time spent to fill the questionnaire
ranged between 15 to 20 minutes according to the needed
explanation. Measures were taken to protect ethical rights of
subjects.
Statistical design:
Data collected and analyzed by computer program SPSS"
ver. 20" Chicago, USA. Data expressed as mean, Standard
Deviation, number, and Percentage. Using t.test to determine
significant for the numeric variable. Using Chi-square to
determine significant for the non-parametric variable.

Results
Table (1): Distribution of the study sample according to their personal and demographical data (n= 234)
Personal and demographical Data
no.
1. Age / years:
23 –
81
35 96
47 – 59
57
Mean ± SD
39.4 ± 8.7 years
2. Sex:
Male
56
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%
34.6
41
24.4
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Personal and demographical Data
no.
%
Female
178
76.1
3. School place:
Urban
122
52.1
Rural
112
47.9
4. *Economic status of family:
Sufficient
48
20.5
Somehow sufficient
120
51.3
Insufficient
66
28.2
5. Qualification:
Diploma
80
34.2
University
110
47
Post graduate
44
18.8
6. Years of experience:
182
35
1063
26.9
20 69
29.5
30 – 40 yrs
20
8.6
Mean ± SD
15.9 ± 9.4 years
7. Marital status:
Married with children
210
89.7
Single
13
5.5
Divorce
2
.9
Widow
9
3.9
Total
234
100
*According to school teachers’ view
Table (1): the above table show that distribution of socio-demographic data of teachers and school nurses, regarding to
their age, the table showed that 41% of them were ranged between 35- 46 years, 76.1% of them were female, 52.1% school place
in urban area and near to half (47%) of them have university qualification, regarding to the economic status of the study sample
more than half (51.3%) mentioned that their economic status were somehow sufficient according to their point of view, about one
third (35%) of them have experience less than 10 years. It also the vast majority of teachers’ (89.7%) married with children.
Fig (1): Concerning the school teachers and school nurses opinion toward best methods of health education for primary school
students
100

76.5

80

60

40

20

17.9
4.7

0.9

0
Posters and pictures

Lectures

Handout

Posters and pictures,
Lectures, and Handout

F ig . ( 1 ) B e s t me t ho d s o f he a lt h e d u c a t io n fo r p r ima r y
s c ho o l s t u d e nt s ( n = 2 3 4 )
Figure (1): this figure highlighted that, concerning the school teachers and school nurses opinions toward best methods of
health education for primary school students; third fourth (76.5%) of them said that combination between posters, pictures,
lectures and handout are best methods of health education. Other sources were posters and pictures, lectures only, and handout
only (17.9 %, 4.7%, & 0.9 % respectively).
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Table (2): Distribution attitudes of teachers regarding upper respiratory tract infections among students (n = 231)
Items
Agree
To some
Disagree
extent
NO.
%
NO.
%
NO.
%
Referring ill students with respiratory infections to the
208
90.1
10
4.3
13
5.7
school nurse
It is important to observe students contact after the 223
96.5
5
2.2
3
1.3
isolation of the infectious case
Should observe the diseased student with infectious
217
93.9
9
3.9
5
2.2
disease when returning to school after cures
It is necessary to follow up the absences and ask about
225
97.4
0
.0
6
2.6
the cause of absence
Must Report the members of the school after the return
207
89.6
4
1.7
20
8.7
of the student.
Should guide students to follow positive health
230
99.6
0
.0
1
.4
behaviors.
It is necessary to obtain health education for respiratory
230
99.6
0
.0
1
.4
infectious diseases
Table (2) revealed attitudes of teachers regarding upper respiratory tract infections among students where the majority of
respondents agreement were in referring of ill students with respiratory infections to the school nurse, it’s important to observe
students contact after the isolation of the infectious case, should observe the diseased student with infectious disease when
returning to school after cure, it’s necessary to follow up the absences and ask about the cause of absence, must report the
members of the school after the return of the student, should guide students to follow positive health behaviors, and it’s necessary
to obtain health education for respiratory infectious diseases (90.1%, 96.5%, 93.9%, 97.4%, 89.6%, 99.6%, & 99.6% respectively)
Table (3): Distribution total knowledge & attitudes scores of school teachers and school nurses regarding upper respiratory tract
infection (n = 234).
Total scores
NO.
%
Total knowledge scores:
Satisfactory
111
47.4
Unsatisfactory
123
52.6
Mean ± S.D
Total attitude scores:
Positive
Negative
Mean ± S.D

29.7 ± 2.1
233
1

99.6
0.4
17.5± 1.1

Table (3): showed that, in relation to total knowledge & attitudes scores of teachers and school nurses’ regarding upper
respiratory tract infection, (52.6 %) of them had unsatisfactory level of knowledge while (47.4%) had satisfactory level of
knowledge about upper respiratory tract infection but, the majority of sample subject (99.6%) had positive attitude toward action
must done before, during and after upper respiratory tract infection occur.
Table (4): Correlation between demographic data and school teachers and school nurses knowledge and attitudes regarding upper
respiratory tract infection (n = 234)
Total knowledge scores
Total attitude scores
Demographic data
r
P – value
r
P – value
Age
-.299**
.000
.020
.763
Qualifications
.200**
.002
-.048
.463
Years of experience
-.278**
.000
.059
.367
Sources of getting information
.139*
.033
.141*
.032
Sex
.028
.675
-.119
.069
School place
.050
.445
.113
.085
From your point of view this income
-.015
.819
-.003
.969
*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level ** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level
Table (4): this table mentioned that as regard to correlation between demographic data teachers and school nurses
knowledge regarding upper respiratory tract infection, there were weak positive association between total knowledge regarding
upper respiratory tract infection and qualification and sources of getting information (r = .200**, .139* respectively) also, between
total attitude scores and sources of getting information (r = .141*), but there were fair negative association between age, years of
experiences and total knowledge scores (r = -.299**, -.278** respectively).
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Table (5): Correlation between prevention of spread of upper respiratory infections and school teachers and school nurses
knowledge and attitudes regarding upper respiratory tract infection (n = 234)
Prevention spread of respiratory infectious diseases
r
P – value
.166*
.011
Total knowledge scores
.297**
.000
Total scores of attitudes
*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level ** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level
Table (5): illustrated correlation between prevention of spread of upper respiratory infections and school teachers and
school nurses knowledge regarding upper respiratory tract infection. There were significant relation between prevention spread of
respiratory infectious diseases and teachers’ knowledge and attitude regarding upper respiratory tract infection (r = .166*& .297**
respectively).

Discussion
Schools are important settings for comprehensive
health promotion. The school exerts the most influence on the
lives of children and youth. Schools can play a key role in
supporting students’ health and by extension the health of their
families and communities. Studies have also shown that
teachers in primary schools can implement an effective health
education program for school children (10).
Based on the results of the present study, more than
three quarters (76.1%) of the study sample were females, more
than one third(41%) have ages range between 35- 46 years
with mean 39.4 ± 8.7 years and near half (47.9%) from rural
schools. The results were in the same line with Htun et al.,
(2013)(10)who study Knowledge, attitude and reported practice
of primary school teachers on specified school health activities
in Danuphyu, reported that most of teachers were from the
rural schools (69.1%), females (91.8%); in the age range of 2257 years. According to Abed El-kader,( 2002)(11) who study
Evaluating the current states of school health nursing services
in Bani-Suef governorate, reported that, the age for school
nurses are ranged from 40 to less than 50 years old, and the
mean of total age was 41.07 ± 7.79. While El-Maghraby,
(2002) (12) who study Evaluation of training program for school
health nurses in Assiut city, stated that most school nurses aged
between 40- 49 years.
As regard years of experience, one third of the study
sample have experience less than 10 year, with mean 15.9 ±
9.4 years. The current study finding disagreed with Abed Elkader, (2002) (11) who mentioned that; the mean years of
experience of the total sample was 22.95 ± 7.76. While ElMaghraby,(2002)(12) stated that most of sample had more than
20 years of experience.
As regard level of education near to half of study
sample have university qualification. The results were in the
same line with Hashem, (2009) (13) who study Assessment of
Knowledge and Practice of Primary School Personnel towards
Communicable Diseases among School Age Students in ElMinia City, reported that only two nurses from 12 school
nurses have a diploma program of education.
Concerning the teachers and school nurses opinion
toward best methods of health education for primary school
students, third fourth of them said combination between
posters, pictures, lectures and handout are best methods of
health education.
Regarding attitude of teachers about upper respiratory
tract infections among students, the current study showed that;
the majority of teachers agreement were in referring of ill
students with respiratory infections to the school nurse, it’s
important to observe students contact after the isolation of the
infectious case, should observe the student with infectious
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disease when returning to school after cure, it’s necessary to
follow up the absences and ask about the cause of absence,
must report the members of the school after the return of the
student, should guide students to follow positive health
behaviors, and it’s necessary to obtain health education for
respiratory infectious diseases.
Rew et al., (2010) (14) who study Factors associated
with health behaviors in middle childhood & Salmivalli C,
(2010) (15) who study Bullying and the peer group a review,
Aggression and Violent Behavior, were also in the same line
and reported that; school teachers play a critical role in
identifying apparent health problems and in bringing them to
the attention of health specialists, but not be expected to detect
all significant problems. In fact nearly every teacher will have
interactions with students with medical condition at some point
in his or her career. Hence school teachers may feel
responsible for providing care to a child with medical
condition, while also feeling ill equipped to meet the child's
needs. Clay et al., (2004) (16) who study school teachers'
experiences with childhood chronic illness, Clay, (2004) (17)
who study helping school children with chronic health
problems: A practical guide & Huffman et al., (2003)(18) who
study health problems in classroom, added that school teachers
are front line resource for children with special health care
needs and they are often responding firstly to the needs of
these children at school.
The current study showed that; 47.4 % of the study
sample had well knowledge related to prevention and treatment
of infectious diseases. The results were in the same line with
Tossavainen et al., (2004) (19) who study Health Promotional
Education: Differences between School Nurses' Health
counseling and Teachers and reported that; about 48 % of
teachers have well knowledge about prevention and treatment
of infectious diseases. But, the majority of the sample subject
had positive attitude toward action must do before; during and
after upper respiratory tract infection occur. These results from
the researcher's opinion were due to lack of training program in
school health program.
The results of the current study showed that there
were weak positive association between total knowledge
regarding upper respiratory tract infection and qualification
and sources of getting information (r = .200**, .139*
respectively) also, between total attitude scores and sources of
getting information (r = .141*), but there were fair negative
association between age, years of experiences and total
knowledge scores (r = -.299**, -.278** respectively). There
were weak positive association between prevention of spread
of upper respiratory infections and teachers & school nurses’
knowledge and attitude regarding upper respiratory tract
infection (r = .166*& .297** respectively). These results from
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the researcher's opinion were due to lack of training program
8. Cohen NJ. Respiratory Illness in Households of
and guidelines related to prevention of upper respiratory tract
School-Dismissed
Students
during
Influenza
infection.
Pandemic, 2009-Volume 17, Number 9—September
2011-Emerging Infectious Disease journal-CDC.
2011.
Recommendations
Based on results of the present study the following can be
9. Vanek C. Likert Scale-What is it? When to Use it?
recommended:
How toanalyze it? Widgix, LLC dba SurveyGizmo.
1) Increase the number of school nurses and provide a
2012;24.
school nurse to every school.
10. Htun YM, Lwin KT ،Oo NN, Soe K, Sein TT.
2) Encourage future educational programs for school
Knowledge, attitude and reported practice of primary
teachers, that focusing on: causes of upper respiratory
school teachers on specified school health activities in
tract infection, mode of transmission, sign and
Danuphyu
Township,
Ayeyarwaddy
Region,
symptoms, understanding of the environment that
Myanmar. South East Asia Journal of Public Health.
affects the spread of the disease and ways of
2014;3(1):24-9.
preventions.
11. Abed El-Kader MA. Evaluating the current states of
3) Encouraging the role of school nurse in health
school health nursing services in Bani-Suef
education for controlling of upper respiratory tract
governorate. PHD thesis. Faculty of Nursing Cairo
infections.
University. 2002
4) Outline the actions to be taken if an outbreak occurs
12. El Maghrabi NM. Evaluation of training program
in schools.
for school health nurses in Assiut city. PHD thesis.
Faculty of Nursing Assiut University.2002
13. Hashem AM. Assessment of Knowledge and Practice
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Abstract
Background: Depression is recognized as one of the major health threats in the 21st century. It is a maladaptive
psychosocial phenomenon that can affect many areas of patients’ lives and have a negative impact on their quality
of life (QoL) and social support. Aim of the study: to assess social support and quality of life for patients with
depressive disorders. Research design: A descriptive correlational research design was used to achieve the aim of
the present study. Sample: A total convenient sample of 100 adult male and female depressed patients was included
in the study sample. Setting: This study was carried out at outpatient clinic of Minia Hospital for psychiatric health
and addiction. Patients who diagnosed as having organic brain diseases, mentally handicapped, substance abused
were excluded from the study. Tools of data collection: The required data was collected through three tools. Socio –
demographic Data Sheet, Interpersonal Support Evaluation List (ISEL) and Quality of Life Scale. Results: showed
that 66% of depressed patient had low social support, while 50% of the depressed patients had low QOL level and
there were statistical significance differences between education levels with QOL. Also, there were positive
associations between QoL and social support & all its subscales except self esteem support. Conclusion: The current
study showed that the highest percentage of the depressed patients had low social support and QOL.
Recommendations: Establishing educational centers and hot lines for family awareness about the importance of
social support and quality of life for depressed patients.
Key Words: depressive disorder, social support, quality of life
Introduction
Depression is the oldest and most frequently
described psychiatric illness. The existence of depression has
been documented since biblical times. Normal feelings of
sadness are appropriate in many situations. It would be
abnormal not to feel sad in certain situations, such as when a
loved one dies or when other losses occur in a person's life.
However, these feelings are usually short –lived and do not
persist in altering the person's ability to function. When an
individual's mood causes clinically significant distress or
impairment in social or occupational functioning, a diagnosis
of depressive disorder is warranted (1).
It is impossible to convey adequately the personal
pain and suffering experienced by an individual going through
a severe depressive episode so, the manifestation of depressive
phenomena is a complex, dynamic, biopsychosocial process
involving lifespan and cultural aspects. All races, all ages, and
both genders are susceptible to depressive episode, although
some individuals are more vulnerable than others (2). Because
there is a notable connection between depressive disorder and
suicide, early diagnosis and intervention may increase the
chances of a favorable outcome (3).
Social support is defined as information leading the
subject to believe that he is cared for, loved, esteemed, valued
and belongs to a network of communication and mutual
obligation (4). During the last 30 years, researchers have shown
great interest in the phenomena of social support, particularly
in the context of health. Prior work has found that those with
high quality or quantity of social networks have a decreased
risk of mortality in comparison to those who have low quantity
or quality of social relationships(5). Moreover, social isolation
itself was identified as an independent major risk factor for allcause mortality. Social support influences on morbidity,
mortality, and quality of life in chronic disease populations,
understanding the mechanisms responsible for such
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associations, and how we might apply such findings to design
relevant interventions (6).
Social support is a vital and effective part of
depression recovery; it can turn around damaging isolation,
affect a person’s life focus, and generate solutions for
depression management. The same author added that learning
more about how this powerful social force can positively effect
someone living with depression, when you are depressed,
isolation turns you away from life, this creates a self-fulfilling
cycle where you feel increasingly rejected and remain
disconnected, increasing the chances that your connections
might fade or weaken. This dangerous combination affects
how you see your very existence. Instead of turning your
vision toward growth and living, you become focused on
avoiding the most pain. And unfortunately, death can easily
become the leading candidate for pain relief (7).
The world health organization (WHO) defines QoL as
‘‘an individual’s perception of his/ her position in life in the
context of the culture and value systems in which he/she lives
and in relation to his/her goals, expectations, standards and
concerns. Several authors have proposed models of QOL for
people with mental illnesses. Patients with less severe
depressive symptoms were found to have higher levels of
functioning and satisfaction in daily activities, role functioning
and social relationships (8).
Indicators of QOL include life satisfaction, selfesteem, general health, functional status, socioeconomic
conditions, satisfaction of needs, one’s experience of life, and
self-rated health status (9). People with depression suffer from
persistent psychosocial and occupational impairments and
diminished quality of life after recovering from acute episodes
(10)
. So, Quality-of-life (QOL) assessment and improvement
have recently been recognized as important components of
health care, in general, and mental health care, in particular (11).
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Significance of the Study
Exclusion Criteria:
If projections prove accurate, then by 2020,
1. Patients who diagnosed organic brain disease
depression will become the second cause of the global disease
or mental retardation.
burden. Already depression affects around 121 million people
2. Patients with substance abused.
(WHO 2011) with almost half of population of western world
experiencing at least an episode of depression during their life- Tools of data collection:
time (12).
Appendix 1:Socio – demographic Data Sheet:
According to health statistics in Minia Hospital for
It was developed by the researcher and included:
psychiatric health and addiction as a study area includes 19 personal data such as patient age, gender, level of education,
patients admitted by recurrent depressive disorders and 94 occupation, marital status, diagnosis and number of previous
patients admitted by bipolar mood disorder (2013). As well as, hospitalization.
15 patients are admitted by recurrent depressive disorders and
52 patients admitted by bipolar mood disorder (2014), with Appendix 2: Interpersonal Support Evaluation List (ISEL):
taking into account that the actual number of patients in this
Interpersonal Support Evaluation List (ISEL)
period missed and not documented due to new hospital developed by Cohen 1983, it contains 40 items and designed to
reforms.
assess perceptions of social support. A 40 items scale made up
Depressive disorders constitute a large proportion in of four subscales. The subscales are: 1) Tangible Support,2)
the global burden of disease, both in the developed and Belonging support, 3) Self-esteem support and 4) Appraisal
developing countries and increase the risk for suicide. Hence, support(13).
the present study is under taken to assess social support and
quality of life as perceived by patients with depressive Appendix 3: Quality of Life Scale:
disorders. As well as providing guidance and recommendations
The original scale was constructed by Lehman
that should be reflected in psychiatric nursing education and (1986) to assess QOL of psychiatric patients. It consists of (57)
practice.
items divided into six domains or subscales.
The first subscale, comprising 12 items covering
the physical health, the second subscale consisted of 8 items
Aim of the study
The aim of the current study was to assess social reflecting self-care, the third subscale included 14 items,
support and quality for patients with depressive disorders.
representing patient’s emotional status, the fourth one
consisted of 13 items related to personal and social
relationships, the fifth subscale included 5 items which assess
Research Questions:
 Is there a relation between social support and the patient’s ability to making decision, to work to carry out
the work duties, and the patient’s ability to taking
depression?
 Is there a relation between quality of life and responsibilities and the last subscale consisted of 5 items used
to collect data about spiritual concerns and personal beliefs(14).
depression?
 Is there a relation among social support and quality of
Validity and Reliability
life and depression?
The tools were reviewed by three panels of experts in
psychiatry and psychiatric nursing to test the content validity
Subjects and Methods
of the tools. Reliability of ISEL and QoL tool performed to
Research Design:
confirms its consistency by test and retest were 0.954& .933
A descriptive correlational research design was used
respectively.
to assess social support and quality of life for patients with
depressive disorders.
Pilot Study
The pilot study was conducted on 10 patients (10%)
Setting:
This study was conducted in Minia Hospital for who met the inclusion criteria was done to investigate and
psychiatric health and addiction which founded in 1997, the ensure the feasibility, objectivity, applicability, clarity and
capacity for the hospital was 53 beds. The hospital serves adequacy of the study tools and to determine possible problems
in the methodological approach or tool. The results of the pilot
Minia governorate.
study used to test the proposed statistical and data analysis
methods. The tools were completed without difficulty, adding
Subjects:
support to the validity of the instrument. The time required for
A convenience sample consisted of 100 depressed patients.
completion of the interview questionnaire didn’t exceed than
30 minutes. The pilot study was excluded from the main study
Inclusion Criteria:
Patients who were attending the psychiatric outpatient sample. Pilot testing helped the investigator plan for data
clinic of Minia Hospital for psychiatric health and addiction collection.
were selected according to the following criteria:
Ethical Consideration
1. Patients of both sex were included.
A written initial approval was obtained from the
2. Patient's age ranged from 20-55 years.
3. Patients diagnosed for all types of depression ethics committee of the scientific research at Faculty of
by the psychiatrist who was responsible for Nursing, Minia University. Written Informed consent was
the treatment using DSM IV as a diagnostic obtained from each participating patients after explaining the
nature and benefits of the study. Each assessment sheet was
criterion.
coded and patient's names were not appearing on the sheets for
the purpose of anonymity and confidentiality.
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week (Tuesday, and Wednesday from 9 pm to 1 pm). The
Data Collection Procedure
An official permission obtained from the director of researcher had interviews with all patients with depressive
Minia Hospital for psychiatric health and addiction. Patients disorders and collect data from them; this interview taken
who met the selection criteria were selected to participate in about 30 minutes with every patient. Data collection was
the study. Patients with depressive disorders were interviewed conducted over a twelve months’ period extending from
on individual basis to explain the nature and purpose of the November 2015 till December 2016.
study. Structured interviews were conducted in one room of the
out-patient clinic; questions were asked and recorded by the Statistical analysis of data
investigator. Measures were taken to protect Patient's ethical
The collected data were coded, categorized, tabulated,
rights.
and analyzed using the Statistical Package for the Social
An official permission obtained from the director of Science (SPSS 20.0). Descriptive data were expressed as mean
Minia Hospital for psychiatric health and addiction. Patients and standard deviation. Qualitative data were expressed as
who met the selection criteria were selected to participate in frequency and percentage. Data were presented using
the study. Patients with depressive disorders were interviewed descriptive statistics in the form of percentages, frequency
on individual basis to explain the nature and purpose of the mean and standard deviation. Inferential statistical tests of
study. Structured interviews were conducted in one room of the significance such as Friedman’s ANOVA, Pearson correlation,
out-patient clinic; questions were asked and recorded by the and independent t-test were used to identify group differences
investigator. Measures were taken to protect Patient's ethical and the relations among the study variables. Level of
rights.
significance at p < 0.05 was used as the cut of value for
The researcher went to the outpatient unit 2 days per statistical significance.
Results
Table 1: Socio-demographic data of depressed patients (n= 100).
Personal data
Age / years

No.

%

20 – 29
30
30.0
30 – 39
40
40.0
40- 49
26
26.0
50- 59
4
4.0
Mean ± SD
34.8 ± 8.3 years
Educational level
Illiterate
17
17.0
Read and write
9
9.0
Primary school
6
6.0
Secondary school
14
14.0
Diploma degree
33
33.0
University
21
21.0
Marital status
Single
40
40.0
Married
41
41.0
Divorce
17
17.0
Widow
2
2.0
Table (1): describes the socio-demographic data of the depressed patients namely age, level of education and marital
status. Age range of the sample was 20 – 59 years old. Table (1) indicates that 40% of the depressed patient was 30 – 39 years
with mean age 34.8±8.3. Concerning patients' level of education, the same table indicates that, there were 33% of the depressed
patients had diploma level of education. As regards marital status table (1) indicates that, 41% of depressed patients were married.
53%
52%
51%
50%
49%
48%
47%
46%
45%
44%

53%

47%

Male

Male

Female

Female

Fig. 1 Gender of depressed patients
Fig. 1 shows that, there were more than half (53%) of the depressed patients were males, while 47% of depressed patients
were females
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56%
60%

% ٤٤

50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

work
work

not work
not work

Fig. 2 Occupation of depressed patient
Fig. 2 shows that more than half of the studied sample who included in the study were unemployed (56%).
Table 2: Distribution of depressed patients according social support domains (n= 100)
Social Support
Definitly
Probably
Probably
Definitly false
true
true
false
No.
%
No.
%
No.
%
No.
%
Appraisal Support
- There is someone I could turn to for advice about making 23
23.0
16
16.0
6
6.0
55
55.0
career plans or changing my job.
- If a family crisis arose, it would be difficult to find 53
53.0
5
5.0
7
7.0
35
35.0
someone who could give me good advice about how to
handle it.
Tangible Support
- If I needed an emergency loan of 100 pounds, 13
13.0
3
3.0
3
3.0
81
81.0
there is someone (friend, relative, or acquaintance) I could
get it from.
- It would be difficult to find someone who would lend me 93
93.0
2
2.0
5
5.0
0
0.0
their car for a few hours.
Self-esteem Support
- I am more satisfied with my life than most people are with
3
3.0
1
1.0
27
27.0
69
69.0
theirs.
- I am closer to my friends than most other people are to
7
7.0
3
3.0
17
17.0
73
73.0
theirs.
Belonging Support
- If I wanted to go on a trip for a day, I would have a hard time 77
77.0
5
5.0
3
3.0
15
15.0
finding someone to go with me.
- No
one
I
know
would 87
87.0
4
4.0
9
9.0
0
.0
throw a birthday party for me.
Table 2 presents the four domains of social support, as regard to appraisal support, 55% of the studied sample felt that there was
no someone could turn to for advice about making career plans or changing their job. with respect to tangible support, the majority
of the studied sample (93%) said that it was difficult to find someone would lend them their car for a few hour. concerning the self
esteem support, 73% of the studied sample mentioned that they were not closer to their friends. in relation to the belonging
support, 87% of the studied sample did not know someone would throw a birthday party for them.
66%

70%
60%
50%
40%

28%

30%
20%

6%

10%
0%
Low social support

Moderate social support

High social support

Fig 3 presents that 66% of depressed patient had low social support compared with 6% of them had high social support.
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Table 3: distribution of depressed patients according quality of life domains (n= 100).
Quality of life
Never
Sometimes
Always
No.
%
No.
%
No.
%
(Physical Health)
- I can do any heavy work.
85
85.0
6
6.0
9
9.0
- Participate in the activities of daily living and recreational
69
69.0
16
16.0
15
15.0
activities (walking - clean – listen to Radio - watch TVreading)
(Personal Care)
- I have the ability to choose my clothes with an elegant way.
56
56.0
22
22.0
22
22.0
- I eat very less than usual.
16
16.0
26
26.0
58
58.0
(Emotional state)
- I am talking badly about myself.
12
12.0
16
16.0
72
72.0
- I find I am able to express my feelings spontaneously.
72
72.0
21
21.0
7
7.0
(Social and personal relationships)
- I have the difficulty of planning for my future.
12
12.0
8
8.0
80
80.0
- I can work a strong and continuing friendships.
92
92.0
3
3.0
5
5.0
(The degree of self-reliance)
- I feel that a great responsibility to work on.
5
5.0
12
12.0
83
83.0
- I have the difficulty in making my decisions.
6
6.0
15
15.0
79
79.0
(Religious habits and personal beliefs)
- I have faith that the work of the forces of human worship
29
29.0
11
11.0
60
60.0
- I sense that God is capable of everything and is capable of my 30
30.0
10
10.0
60
60.0
healing.
Table 3 presents the quality of life domains, as regard to physical health, the majority of the studied sample (85%) never
can do any heavy work. in relation to personal care, 58% of them mentioned that they always eat very less than usual. Concerning
emotional state subscale, 72% of them always talking badly about themselves and feel that they can never able to express their
feelings spontaneously. Regarding the social and personal relationships which the majority of the studied sample (92%) can never
work a strong and continuing friendship. With respect to the self reliance subscale, 83% of the studied sample always feel that a
great responsibility to work on.
50%
50%

39%

40%
30%
20%

11%

10%
0%
Low QOL

Moderate QOL

High QoL

Fig. 4: Distribution of depressed patients according to levels of QOL (n=100)
Figure 4: represents that, 50% of depressed patients had low QOL level followed by 39% of them had moderate QOL
level and only 11% had high QOL level.
Table 4: Differences between age group according to social support domains among depressed patients (n= 100)
Social support domains
Age
f
P -value
20304050- 59
Appraisal
12.9 ± 10.7 11.8 ± 10.4 13.5 ± 10.7 18.5 ± 5.8 5.662
.02*
Tangible
12.9 ± 8.8
12.2 ± 8.7
13.9 ± 9.1
21.3 ±7.3 1.036
.315
Self esteem
9.2 ± 6.8
9.7 ± 5.9
10.6 ± 6.4
6.8 ± 5.9
.323
.573
Belonging
10.7 ± 6.7
10.1 ±6.5
10.7 ± 5.9
14.3 ± 7.7
.227
.636
Total social support
45.7 ± 29.8 43.7 ± 28.5 48.8 ± 29.3 60.7 ± 16.4 2.484
.122
*Statistical significantly differences (P value < 0.05)
Table4: shows that, patients aged between 50- 59 years had higher total social support scores than other patient's ages as
regard social support domains except self- esteem scores and there were no statistical significance differences between social
support and its domains with age except appraisal domain in which P - value ≤ 0.02.
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Table 5: Differences between age group according to quality of life domains among depressed patients (n=100)
QOL domains
Age
f
P -value
20304050- 59
Physical Health
20.5 ± 6.8
20.4 ± 6.5
18.8 ± 5.6
22.3 ± 5.7
.597
.619
Personal Care
14.9 ± 4.6
15.2 ± 4.4
15.0 ± 3.7
19.3 ± 3.6
1.277
.287
Emotional state
21.9 ± 7.9
22.3 ± 7.5
20.9 ± 6.5
24.3 ± 6.8
.320
.811
Social
and
19.9 ± 5.4
21.0 ± 5.4
20.2 ± 6.1
21.2 ± 6.4
.317
.813
personal
relationships
The degree of
6.9 ± 2.0
6.9 ± 2.3
6.7 ± 1.7
7.1 ± 2.1
.092
.964
self-reliance
Religious habits
10.8 ± 3.5
10.2 ± 3.5
10.0 ± 3.6
13.8 ± 1.1
1.524
.213
and
personal
beliefs
Total QOL
94.8 ± 24.2
96.1 ± 24.4
91.6 ± 20.6
107.0 ± 21.6
.567
.638
Table 5 presents that, patients aged between 50- 59 years had higher total QOL scores than other patient's ages but with
no statistical significance differences were found in which p- value ≥ 0.05.
Table 6: Differences between types of occupation according to social support domains among depressed patients. (n=100)
Social support domains
Occupation
t
P -value
Work
Not work
Appraisal
12.3 ± 10.0
13.2 ± 10.7
.426
.671
Tangible
12.9 ± 8.8
13.5 ± 8.9
.376
.708
Self esteem
9.5 ± 6.2
9.8 ± 6.4
.206
.837
Belonging
9.8 ± 5.7
11.6 ± 6.9
1.019
.311
Total Social support
44.5 ± 26.4
47.7 ± 30.4
.545
.587
Table 6 shows that, mean scores of total social support and its domains were higher among not working patients than
working patients and there were no statistical significance differences between social support and its domains with occupation in
which P - value > 0.05.
Table 7: Differences between types of occupation according to quality of life domains among depressed patients (n=100)
Occupation
t
P -value
QOL domains
Work
Not work
Physical Health
20.2 ± 6.3
19.9 ± 20.2
.193
.847
Personal Care
15.6 ± 4.4
14.9 ± 4.2
.787
.433
Emotional state
22.3 ± 7.6
21.6 ± 7.1
.433
.659
Social and personal
20.6 ± 5.9
19.6 ± 6.0
.150
.881
relationships
The degree of self7.0 ± 2.1
6.7 ± 1.9
.892
.374
reliance
Religious
habits
10.5 ± 3.8
10.4 ± 3.3
.217
.829
and personal beliefs
Total QOL
95.8 ± 24.2
93.4 ± 22.5
303
.763
Table 7 illustrates that, mean scores of total QoL and its domains were higher among working patients than not working patients
with no statistical significance differences were found in which P - value > 0.05.
Table 8: Correlation between social support and quality of life among studied group. (n=100)

Physical
Health
Personal
Care
Emotional
state
Social and
personal
relationships
The degree
of selfreliance
Religious
habits and
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Social &
personal
relationships

Physical
health

Personal
care

Emotional
state

r
P
r
P
r
P
r
P

.528
.000**
.832
.000**
.786
.000**

.460
.000**
.354
.000**

.774
.000**

r
P

.573
.000**

.386
.000**

.666
.000**

.615
.000**

r
P

.267
.007**

.372
.000**

.142
.157

.228
.023*

Self –
reliance

Religious

Total
QOL

Appraisal

.051
.614
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personal
beliefs
TOTAL
QOL
Appraisal
Tangible
Self-esteem
Belonging
Social
support

r
P
r
P
R
P
R
P
R
P
R
P

.267
.007**
.288
.004**
.264
.008**
.141
.160
.276
.005**
.279
.005**

.372
.000**
.096
.344
.154
.125
.037
.711
.122
.225
.102
.314

.142
.157
.252
.011*
.243
.026*
.246
.036*
.258
.010**
.264
.008**

.868
.000**
.252
.012*
.249
.013
.170
.091
.262
.009**
.264
.008**

.689
.000**
.048
.636
.034
.733
.065
.523
.024
.815
.008
.933

.399
.000**
.258
.010**
.134
.184
.088
.381
.114
.260
.141
.162

.275
.006**
.252
.012*
.134
.185
.265
.008**
.266
.007**

.829
.000**
.584
.000**
.824
.000**
.932
.000**

.595
.000**
.801
.000**
.921
.000**

.691
.000**
.771
.000**

.923
.000**

** Correlation IS significant at the 0.01 level (2-tmled). *Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
Table 8 finds that there were statistically positive correlation between physical health with appraisal, tangible, belonging
and totally social support (r = .288, P = .004, r = .264, P= .008, .r =.276, P = .005, and r = .279, P = .005 respectively). As regard,
emotional state there were positive associations between it and social support & all its subscales (r = .252, P = .011, r= .243, P=
.026, r =.246, P = .036, r .258, P = .010, and r =.264, P = .008 respectively). While in social & personal relationships there were
positive associations between it and appraisal, belonging, totally social support (r = .252, P = .012, r = .262, P = .009, and r =.264,
P = .008 respectively). Also, there were positive associations between QoL and social support & all its subscales except self
esteem support (r = .275, P = .006, r = .252, P = .012, r =.265, P = .008, and r .266, P = .007 respectively).
As regard to QOL, there were statistically positive correlation between physical health with emotional state and social &
personal relationships (r = .832, P = .000, and r = .786, P = .000 respectively), between emotional state and social & personal
relationships (r = .774, P = .000) also, between totally QoL and social & personal relationships (r = .868, P = .000).
As regard to social support there were positive correlations between appraisal domain and tangible, belonging, and totally
social support (r = .824, P = .000, r = .932, P = .000), tangible domain and belonging, and totally social support (r = .801, P =
.000, r = .921, P = .000), also, between totally social support and self -esteem and belonging domain (r = .771, P = .000, r = .923,
P = .000 respectively)
Also, there were positive correlation between Self – reliance with social support and all subscale except self -esteem,
and Religious with social support and all subscales (r= .287, p= .004, r = .293, p = .003, r = .252, p = .027, r = -.261, p= .0009
respectively)
Discussion
Depressive disorders are highly prevalent in the
general population worldwide (15). Several studies have
demonstrated the impact of depression on quality of life
(QOL), with depressed patients displaying QOL impairments
which are equal to or greater than those of patients with other
chronic conditions (16). Social support is seen as one of the
social determinants for overall health in the general population.
Impaired social support and feelings of loneliness are
considered to be risk factors for depression (17).
Based on the results of the present study, more than
half of the studied sample who included in this study were
males (Fig 1). This can be attributed to many factors. Among
of them was unemployment which affects more on males as
they were the dominant persons on the family, Other factors
include inability to meet the responsibilities of work, caring for
family, or other important activities. However, few studies
support the current study. The results were in the same line
with Sawant et al. 18 who mentioned that; around more than
half of studied patients were males.
The previous finding was disagreed with Ana &
Marcelo (16) who mentioned that; mostly of the sample (73%)
were female. Also, Aprajita et al (19) stated that more than half
of sample were female. similarly, a study held by Rayan (20) to
assess the level of QOL among Jordanian patients with major
depressive disorder, and to examine the possible relationship
between QOL and other factors (demographic variables). He
found that 63.4 % were women and 36.6% were men.
As regard to age, the present study showed that, more
than one third of the studied sample the ages were ranged
between 30 – 39 years with mean age was 34.8 ± 8.3 years
(Table 1). This can be attributed to different problems as loss
of parent or significant person, the death of a close family
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member could be devastating and feelings of depression were
among the most common reactions. Other problems included
unemployment, marital stress and divorce problems. The
results were congruent with Van et al. (21) who reported that the
mean age was 38 years. According to Aprajita et al., (19) who
mentioned that mean age of the sample was 33.84 years. Also,
these findings are supported by Lima (22) who reported that the
mean age was 38 years. Similarly, Rayan, (20) in his descriptive
correlational design on 161 patients diagnosed by MDD. The
study results revealed that the mean age was 36.2 years.
With respect to the educational level, the current study
revealed that more than one third of the studied sample had
diploma level (Table 1). This finding was explained by
presence of high rate of unemployment in my study. Also,
thinking too much about failures, having too much desire for
something and then realizing that he cannot achieve them, and
any such activities which hurt him from the core can lead him
to depression if he doesn't divert his mind from it. The previous
findings were in the same line with Berlim & Fleck, (23) who
reported having mean education of 9 years (a diploma program
of education). The results were in agreement with Aprajita et
al., (19) who reported that; majority of the sample were
educated.
As regard to marital status, the current study showed
that, more than one third of the studied sample was married.
This can be attributed to marital stress make people vulnerable
to depression (Table1). Every marriage faces challenges; the
most common causes of stress in marriage were disagreements
and miscommunication between couples and behaviors that
can become destructive over time. This finding demonstrated
the association between depression and marital relationship.
This finding was supported by Rayan (20) who found that more
than one third of depressed patient were married. Similarly,
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Sawant et al., (18) mentioned that the majority of depressed attributed to painful physical symptoms as headache and back
patient were married. According to Aprajita et al., (19) who pain and presence of depressive symptoms that did not give the
mentioned that half of the patient were unmarried. Although, patient the initiation for doing anything. These findings were
Akay (24) mentioned that the majority of depressed patients in the same line with Jain et al., (33) who mentioned that all
were married. The results didn't agree with Tawil, Sediki , and levels of depression were associated with decreased work
Hassan, (25) who stated that; the majority of the samples were productivity. Also, these results were supported by Kessler et
83% married.
al., (34) on his study which presented that 64.3% have fully or
With respect to the depressed patient's occupation, the intermitted impaired work functioning and agreed with Novick
current study revealed that, more than half of the studied et al., (35) who illustrated that 52% of depressed patients had
sample was not working (Fig 2). Reasons of unemployment pain symptoms that affecting work performance and worsening
might be unavailable job, secondary education or inability to QOL. These results were also broadly consistent with the
work .Unemployment associated with many feelings as results of Wilson (36) who indicated that there was a negative
sadness, hopelessness and financial anxiety or loss of income, relationship between activity participation and recreation and
loss of social ties, loss of self esteem and stigma. The depression.
unemployed tend to have higher levels of impaired mental
With respect to social and personal relationships, it
health including depression. So, the current study had shown was found that the majority of studied sample could not work a
that higher levels of depression and unemployment are strong and continuing friendship (Table 3). Reasons varied and
correlated. The same finding was reported by Tawil, Sediki , the studied sample showed their aloneness in different ways,
and Hassan, (25) who mentioned that the majority of depressed some of them expressed feelings of rejection, uselessness, and
patient were not working. This finding was interpreted by the feeling of insecurity in social situations and lack of meaningful
association between work or occupation and depression and the relationships, others reported that they were preoccupied with
negative effect of unemployment on depressed patients. These their thoughts that engaged them from having continuing
results are supported by Tai (26) which reported that 82.2% of friendship. This finding was supported by Sawant (18) who
depressed patients were unemployed.
presented that 65.7% had impairment in personal relationships.
Regarding levels of social support, the present study
The current study showed that; half of the studied
revealed that more than two third of the studied patients had sample had low QOL level followed by more than one third of
low social support (Fig 3). This explained by the relationship them had moderate QOL (Figure 4). These findings were in
between social support and depression and the current study consistent with Ruo et al (37) who mentioned that 67% of
suggested that social support moderates impact on depression. depressed patients had diminished QOL. These results were
This finding was supported by Wang et al. (31) which consistent with the results of Trompenaars et al.,(38) who stated
mentioned that there was impairment in social support in that the severity of depression was significant in negatively
depressed patient and he also showed that social support was influencing QoL of patients has been confirmed, lower levels
negatively correlated with depression. This result was in of QoL among patients with major depression. The same
consistent with fagundes et al., (32) which illustrated that social finding was reported by Gupta, (39) which mentioned that
support plays a significant regulating effect on depression.
depressed patients have significantly impairment in QOL and
With respect to distribution of social support domains, vice versa.
the current study showed that, the majority of the studied
In relation to age, the current study showed that there
sample had low level of tangible support, they said that it was was no statistical significant relationship between social
difficult to find someone lend them an emergency loan (Table support and its domains with age except appraisal support
2). These findings could be referred to lack of tangible support (Table4). This result could be interpreted by the importance of
which the studied sample was missing any physical assistance availability of someone to talk to about patient's problems in
provided by others, as in some situations, individuals need this age. Also, the appraisal support had a direct and buffering
material goods or actions to help them in challenging effect on the stressors associated with the studied sample. In
situations. Also, the studied sample suffered from absence of contrast, Sharir, (40) reported that, total social support and its
persons taking on responsibilities for them or taking an active subcomponents were all positively correlated with patient age.
stance to help them manage a problem they were experiencing.
The current study presented that no statistical
According to Bowen (28), absence of tangible support making significance differences between QOL and age were found
stressful situations more damaging to mental health and (Table 5). This finding was consistent with Saraçlı (41) who
increasing depressive symptoms. The results were congruent mentioned on his study that there was not a correlation
with Grav, (29) who reported that; lack of tangible support was between age and QOL.
significant predictors of depressive symptoms.
In relation to occupation, mean scores of total social
In relation to belonging support, the current study support were higher among unemployed patients than work
reported that the majority of the studied group had low level of patients and no statistical significance differences between
belonging support which may be related to fact that social social support and its domains with occupation were found in
relationships and social support are potent variables that can which P - value > 0.05 (Table 6). The reason for this finding
reduce feelings of depression and defend health against the was related to the unemployed patients could be relied on a
impact of stress (Table 2). Also, impairment in belonging supportive social network as they suffered from worsening in
support was associated with fewer friendship contacts, fewer physical, emotional and functional health and they obtained
family contacts and impairment in quality of life. As well, support especially from their family. These findings were in
lower belonging support is an important reason for decreases in contrast with Kalhori(42) who found a significant relationship
life satisfaction and increases in depressive symptoms (30).
between perceived social support and job status.
As regard to QOL subscales, there were impairment in
The results of the current study revealed that the mean
physical health which the majority of the studied sample never scores of QOL and subscales were higher among work patients
could do any heavy work (Table 3). This result could be than not working patients with no statistical significance
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differences were found in which P - value > 0.05 (Table 7). Acknowledgment
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Abstract
Background: Institutionalized adolescents experience numerous traumatic stressors and damaging events. They may
be particularly vulnerable to stressful events prior to institutionalization such as removal from the home, and
separation from familiar social circles. While living in institutions, the adolescents are often deprived of basic care
and support and are exposed to unhealthy living conditions and harsh disciplining practices. Aim of the study: to
investigate the stressors and coping strategies among institutionalized adolescents. Research design: A descriptive
correlational research design was used in the current study. Subjects: A convenience sample including (80) male and
female institutionalized adolescents were included in the current study. Setting: This study was carried out in Minia
governorate foster care institutions which included nine institutions distributed in Minia, Malawy, Abo Korkas, and
Samalout cities. Data collection tools: Three tools were used to collect data: 1- Demographic characteristics of the
institutionalized adolescents' sheet; 2- The Adolescent Stress Questionnaire; 3- The Coping Strategies Inventory.
Results: the highest stressors experienced by the institutionalized adolescents were related to future uncertainty
(89%), school performance (88%), emerge in adult responsibility (84%), school leisure conflicts (83%), and
financial pressure (79%). Concerning coping strategies, the institutionalized adolescents reported problem solving
(88%), cognitive restructuring (86%), express emotion (78%), wishful thinking (75%), and social support (73%).
There were a significant correlation between stressors and coping strategies among institutionalized adolescents.
Conclusion: The institutionalized adolescent experienced different stressors and used number of effective/ineffective
coping strategies. Recommendations: There is a great need for designing counseling programs to help the
institutionalized adolescents overcome their stressors.
Key Words: Institutionalized adolescents, Stressors, Coping strategies.
Introduction
Adolescence is defined as the period in development
that begins with 12 years of age, terminating with 17 years of
age (1). There is no definite age when it begins and no definite
age when it ends, but it is often thought to begin around the age
of 10 years and end between the ages of 20 and 24 years. The
age range of adolescence can vary with cultural and historical
circumstances (2). During this period, the individual undergoes
extensive physical, psychological, emotional and personality
changes (3).
The terms ‘institution’ and ‘institutional care’ refer to
sort of residential care without a parent or guardian for longer
than three months providing care for large numbers of children
in a building often referred to as a ‘children’s home’ (4).
Orphanage has been described as a form of institution (5-6).
Children and adolescents are institutionalized with a major
reason that the parent or the family is not equipped to
provide enough care and support for wide range of
situations include death of one parent, presence of domestic
violence, substance abuse by one or both parent, separated
parent,
physical
or mental illness of parent, illegal
relationship, and extra marital relationship (7). Despite the
evidence favoring the aspects of institutional care as a
controlled and structured environment, images of negative
experiences of total institutions leaves a little room for
perceiving institutional care in a positive way (8).
Institutionalized adolescents experience numerous
traumatic stressors and damaging events. They may be
particularly vulnerable to stressful events prior to
institutionalization such as removal from the home, separation
from familiar social circles, and constant transitions to
different homes and schools (9-10). While living in
institutions, the adolescents are often deprived of basic care
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and support and are exposed to unhealthy living conditions and
harsh disciplining practices (11). Stressful experiences within
the institutional care system affect adolescents’ engagement in
school activities, their sibling ties, and their relationships with
family members and caregivers which in turn result in
avoidance of others due to fear of rejection (12-13-14). The
way these difficulties show themselves will vary with respect
to the intensity of the experiences and the circumstances that
follow the events. The outcome will depend on children’s
psychological coping (15).
Coping strategies refer to the efforts made to “master,
reduce or tolerate the demands created by stress” (16).
Institutionalized adolescents utilize different coping strategies
than their counterparts who are residing with their biological
families and are at higher risk of forming maladaptive coping
methods that are unique to the stressors experienced. They
engage in more self-protection coping methods to handle the
stress related to feelings of low self-esteem resulted from an
undesirable institutional care placement (17).
Nurses' role should include an assessment of each
adolescent’s stressors and coping strategies in providing care to
the institutionalized adolescents. Mental health nurse should
make time every day to talk with the institutionalized
adolescents and do activities together. It is important to look at
the different factors of stress to help adolescents identify their
stressors, learn to communicate with adults and peers, and gain
awareness that they are not alone in their struggles (18-19).
Based on the assessment, nurses can work with the
institutionalized adolescents to reinforce the use of existing
effective coping strategies and develop some new coping
strategies that may lead to positive outcomes. Another
important role for the mental health nurse is to teach them
appropriate stress management strategies to cope with different
Reda A. A. et al
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stressors such as reading, exercise, sports, games, music Subjects and Methods
therapy, and other relaxation techniques to increase their sense Research Design:
of control and allay stress (20). By doing this, nurses are able
A descriptive correlational research design was used
to assist the institutionalized adolescents deal more effectively in the current study.
with stressors.
Setting:
The current study was carried out in nine foster care
Significance of the study
Institutionalized adolescents have received minimal institutions at Minia governorate distributed in four cities.
attention from researchers. Despite of the rapidly growing They are divided into governmental and non-governmental
burden of institutionalized adolescents, stressors and coping institutions. These cities are: Minia city includes three foster
strategies of these adolescents in institutions are not well care institutions (Minia Institution for Muslim Boys, Minia
researched. International statistics suggest that the number of Institution for Muslim Girls, and Institution of Genoud Al
institutionalized adolescents is increasing throughout the Masieh for Christian Boys) & Abo Korkas city includes one
world. According to an official census issued by the Central foster care institution (Institution of Al-Nahda Al-Rohiea for
Agency for Public Mobilization and Statistics, Egypt has 473 Christian Boys) & Malawy city includes four foster care
foster care institutions, accommodating about 10,000 children institutions (Institution of Al-Rahma for Muslim Girls,
until the age of 18, compared with 9,000 others living in other Institution of Al Ber & Al-Ehsan for Muslim Boys, Institution
alternative organizations, while the total number of Egyptian of Al-Salam Al Kebtiea for Christian Boys, and Institution of
children 18 years old accounted for one third of the total Marri Mourkas for Christian Girls) & Samalout city includes
population (21-22). Institutionalized adolescents constitute one one foster care institution (Institution of Al-Nashat Al-Rohie
of the most underserved and vulnerable groups that face a for Christian Boys).
variety of stressors and problems. Entering the institutional
system itself presents a significant psychological stresses; Subjects:
which in return play a detrimental role in their development
A
convenience
sample
consists
of
(80)
and in the establishment of interpersonal relationships and institutionalized adolescents at Minia foster care institutions
skills necessary for adult life. In addition, institutionalized were included in the study. The sample included in the study
adolescents exhibit more psychiatric disorders and more was the institutionalized adolescents at Minia foster care
difficulty in life demands when compared with adolescents institutions with a number of (35) for females and (45) for
who reside with their families. They are a (2-5) time higher male adolescents. The age of adolescents ranged from 12 to 20
rate of referral for clinical mental health services. years old.
Institutionalized adolescents must cope with the effects of
traumatic events precipitating their entry into institutional care, Inclusion criteria:
face a temporary or permanent loss of their parents, and adjust
 The sample included those adolescents who are
to new people and living situations in the institutions. They
institutionalized as a result of:
revert to different coping strategies, harmful as well as
 Inadequate parental socio-economic status resulting
constructive. Stress reduction and adopting a healthier lifestyle
from poverty.
have been major concerns of the adolescents.
 Parental loss, either through death or abandonment.
At Minia governorate, no research studies were
 Family conflict, such as that which results in divorce.
conducted in this respect, so an in depth research is needed to
 Parental problems that might have genetic or
clarify the magnitude of the problem as to emphasize whether
behavioral implications for the child, such as parental
these stressors are mostly related to institutionalization and
mental illness, parental incarceration, drug or alcohol
how the institutionalized adolescents cope with these stressors.
abuse.
This research will detect the stressors and coping strategies of
 The loss of parental right to children.
institutionalized adolescents, the matter which provide
 Wide range of situations as illegal relationship, extra
knowledge base for mental health nurses to promote coping
marital relationship, and broken family.
with these stressors in the future, also providing empirical
 The experience of violence or abuse.
knowledge in this area of research which may be used after
 Both genders (male and female).
that in other future researches related to institutionalized
 Adolescents aged between (12-20) years old.
adolescents.
Aim of the study
The aim of the present study was to investigate the
stressors and coping strategies among institutionalized
adolescents.
Research Questions
Q1: What are the stressors experienced by the
institutionalized adolescents?
Q2: What are the coping strategies used by the
institutionalized adolescents?
Q3: Is there a relationship between stressors and
coping strategies among institutionalized adolescents?
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Exclusion criteria:
 Adolescents who subject to a criminal justice.
 Adolescents who displayed anti-social behavior.
 Adolescents who are suffering from terminal diseases,
mentally/ physically challenged and with no support.
Tools of data collection:
Three tools were used to collect data pertinent for this
current study. These tools are:
1:Demographic characteristics of the institutionalized
adolescents sheet: This tool was developed and constructed by
the researcher and it was used to assess the following:( age,
gender, educational level, residence, reasons for entry to foster
care institutions, duration of stay in it and number of relatives
visits.
Reda A. A. et al
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2: The Adolescent Stress Questionnaire (ASQ); It was
 Score less than or equal 56 = not at all stressful.
developed by (23) and used to measure common stressors that
 Score ranged from 57 to 112 = a little stressful.
adolescents may experience in their lives. The tool was
 Score ranged from 113 to 168 = moderate stressful.
translated into Arabic language by the researcher and back
 Score ranged from 169 to 224 = quite stressful.
translation was done and then tested for content validity and
 Score more than 224 = very stressful.
reviewed for its clarity by a panel of five experts in the field
of psychiatry and psychiatric nursing and their modifications
3: The Coping Strategies Inventory (CSI); It is
were done accordingly. The ASQ is consisted of 56 items adapted from (24) (Ways of Coping Questionnaire) to assess
covering broad range of perceived adolescent stresses. The the adolescent's coping thoughts and behaviors in response to a
items were attributed to 10 components or dimensions of specific stressor. The tool was translated into Arabic language
adolescent stressor experiences (stress of home life, school by the researcher and back translation was done and then tested
performance, school attendance, romantic relationships, peer for content validity and reviewed for its clarity by a panel of
pressure, teacher interaction, future uncertainty, school/leisure five experts in the field of psychiatry and psychiatric nursing
conflict, financial pressure and emerging adult responsibility). and their modifications were done accordingly. The CSI
Each stressor item was rated on a five-point Likert scale where consisted of 72 items under four domains (8) subscales consist
the respondents were self-reported individual stressor appraisal of specific coping strategies that adolescents use in response to
as: 1 = not at all stressful or is irrelevant to me & 2 = a little stressful events. These include problem solving, cognitive
stressful & 3 = moderately stressful & 4 = quite stressful & and restructuring, social support, express emotions, problem
5 = very stressful. The total scores for The Adolescent Stress avoidance, wishful thinking, self-criticism, and social
Questionnaire ranged from 56 to 280. High scores indicated withdrawal. There are (9) items in each subscale as:
that institutionalized adolescent's stressor was very stressful.
Scoring system was calculated as following:
Subscales
Items
Problem solving
1, 9, 17, 25, 33, 41, 49, 57, 65
Cognitive restructuring
2, 10, 18, 26, 34, 42, 50, 58, 66
Express emotions
3, 11, 19, 27, 35, 43, 51, 59, 67
Social support
4, 12, 20, 28, 36, 44, 52, 60, 68
Problem avoidance
5, 13, 21, 29, 37, 45, 53, 61, 69
Wishful thinking
6, 14, 22, 30, 38, 46, 54, 62, 70
Self-criticism
7, 15, 23, 31, 39, 47, 55, 63, 71
Socialwithdrawal
8, 16, 24, 32, 40, 48, 56, 64, 72
Each item was rated on a five-point Likert scale where and the extent to which the items are correlated with each
the respondents determine the extent to which they use these other. Internal consistency estimated reliability by Cronbach's
coping strategies as 1 = not at all & 2 = a little & 3 = somewhat alpha for reliability testing performed for adolescent stress
& 4 = much & and 5 = very much. Total scores ranged from 72 questionnaire and coping strategies inventory were .90 and .85
to 360. High scores indicated that institutionalized adolescents respectively.
used the coping strategies very much. Scoring system was
calculated as following:
Ethical Consideration
First, primary approval was obtained from the ethics
 Score less than or equal 72 = not at all.
and research committee of the Faculty of Nursing, Minia
 Score ranged from 73- to 144 = a little.
University. Then, an official permission was obtained from the
 Score ranged from 145 to 216 = somewhat.
concerned authority (director of foster care center). The ethical
 Score ranged from 217 to 288 = much.
rules of research are guaranteed for each participant in order
 Score more than 288 = very much.
not to refrain. The adolescent was assured that the data are
confidential and used only for research purposes. The
Validity of tools
Tools content validity was done to identify the degree researcher arranged time with each director of the foster center
to which the used tools measure what was supposed to be to meet adolescent on planned time. Researcher made full
measured. The translated tools were examined by a panel of description of the study aim and procedures, written informed
five experts in the field of the study (Minia University, Assiut consents were introduced by the adolescent who agreed to
University, and Cairo University - Faculty of Nursing, participate. Anonymity, confidentiality and privacy were
Psychiatric Mental Health Nursing Department). All Jury assured. Researcher assured adolescents that no harm will
member (100%) agree that current study translated tools were affect them if they express their opinion regarding stressors.
Each tool for data collection coded and subjects' names didn't
valid and relevant with the aim of the study.
appear on the sheets for the purpose of anonymity and
confidentiality. Subjects were free to withdraw from the study
Pilot study
A pilot study was carried out on 8 adolescents (10%) at any time.
of the total sample to test feasibility, objectivity, and
applicability of the tools. Results of the pilot study illustrated Procedure
An official permission was sent from the dean of the
that no any refinements and modifications were needed so the
Faculty of Nursing, Minia University, to the Undersecretary of
subjects were included to the actual sample.
the Ministry of Social Solidarity in order to carry out the study.
The investigator conducted visits to the foster care institutions
Reliability of tools
Internal consistency was measured to identify the in four cities in Minia Governorate to explain the aim of the
extent to which the items of tools measure the same concept study to the institutionalized adolescents to gain their
P a g e | 29
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cooperation and consent to share in the study. After oral challenge faced was obtaining permission from foster care
explanation, an oral consent was obtained from every subject authorities due to security and other reasons. They asked many
who accepted to participate in the study. The total data were questions and requested many formal consents and this was
collected over a period of nine months starting from January time consuming. In addition, in this study, the experiences of
2016 to September 2016. The tools were filled by the stressful events were measured by interviewing the
investigator through an interview with the institutionalized institutionalized adolescents and thus capturing their
adolescents at each foster care institution two day/week from 9 viewpoints. Stressors and coping strategies of the studied
Am: 2 Pm. The time spent to fill the tools ranged between 20 subjects couldn’t be observed directly as they were occurred at
to 30 minutes according to the needed explanation. Some different too late or early times, therefore these items were
participants were visited twice to complete the data needed for asked to the studied subjects and their reports were recorded.
the study. Voluntary participation, confidentiality and
anonymity were assured.
Statistical analysis of data
Data were scored, tabulated, and analyzed by
computer using “the statistical package for social science”
Limitation of the study
Several limitations were identified in the study. (SPSS) version (20). Descriptive data were expressed as
Institutional environment is not ideal for interviews because of number and percentage. Quantitative data were presented by
noise and frequent interruptions. When the meeting room was mean and standard deviation. Correlation was calculated
occupied, the investigator interviewed the children at places between stressors and coping strategies using Pearson
such as a corner outside of the institution or other place in the correlation test. Probability (p-value) less than 0.05 was
institution. These places were not ideal for interviews.
considered significant in tests of relationships.
Also, in gathering data for this study, the major
Results
Table (1) Demographic characteristics of the institutionalized adolescents (n= 80).
Personal data
No.
%
Gender
Male
45
56.2
Female
35
43.8
Age / years
12 22
27.5
17- 21
58
72.5
Mean ± SD
14.5 ± 2.1 years
Level of education:
Read and write
3
3.8
Primary school
23
28.8
Preparatory school
29
36.3
Secondary school
23
28.1
University
2
2.5
Place of Residence:
Rural
26
32.5
Urban
54
67.5
Total
80
100
Table (1) describes the demographic data of institutionalized adolescents namely gender, age, level of education and
place of residence. More than half of the institutionalized adolescents (n=45, 56.2%) were males. As regards to age group, the
same table indicates that, more than two thirds of the institutionalized adolescents (n=58, 72.5%) were in the age group 17 – 21
years. Concerning institutionalized adolescents' level of education, table (1) shows that, about two thirds of institutionalized
adolescents (n=52, 65.1%) were in primary and preparatory school. Regarding place of residence table (1) indicates that, more
than two thirds of the institutionalized adolescents (n=54, 67.5%) were from urban areas.
Table (2): Data about living in care institutions (n= 80).
Data about living in foster care institution
Cause of institutionalization
Death of father and mother (double orphan)
Death of father (paternal orphan)
Death of mother (maternal orphan)
Low income (poverty)
No family (Illegitimate)
Broken family
Number of relative visits/ week
One
Two
Period of stay in care institution / years
1P a g e | 30

No.

%

16
18
7
16
9
14

20
22.4
8.8
20
11.3
17.5

33
47

41.2
58.8

26

32.4
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Data about living in foster care institution
No.
%
741
51.3
13- 18
13
16.3
Mean ± SD
8.3 ± 4.1 years
Table (2): presents the data about institutionalized adolescents' living in foster care institutions, there were over half of
adolescents (n=41, 51.2%) were institutionalized due to orphanhood, sixteen adolescents (20 %) were institutionalized due to
poverty, fourteen adolescents (17.5 %) were institutionalized due to broken family, and nine adolescents (11.3 %) were
institutionalized due to illegitimacy. In relation to number of relative visits, the same table indicates that, more than half of
institutionalized adolescents (n=47, 58.2%) receive two visits a week. Concerning the period of stay in care institution, table (2)
indicates that, more than half of institutionalized adolescents (n=41, 51.3%) stay in care institution for (7-12) years.
Table (3) Institutionalized adolescents' stressors (n= 80).
very
quite
stressful
stressful
Adolescents' stressors
No. %
No. %
Future uncertainty
28
35.0
25
31.3
School performance stressors
12
15.0
30
37.5
Emerge adult responsibility
11
13.8
29
36.3
School leisure conflict
21
26.3
28
35.0
Financial pressure
16
20.0
26
32.5
Teacher interaction
10
12.5
22
27.5
Peer pressure
11
13.8
19
23.8
School attendance
19
23.8
15
18.8
Romantic relations
12
15.0
11
13.8

moderately
stressful
No. %
18
22.5
28
35.0
27
33.8
17
21.3
21
26.3
25
31.3
25
31.3
12
15.0
9
11.3

a little
stressful
No. %
7
8.8
9
11..3
11
13.8
9
11.3
12
15.0
19
23.8
22
27.5
12
15.0
15
18.8

not at all
stressful
No. %
2
2.5
1
1.3
2
2.5
5
6.3
5
6.3
4
5.0
3
3.8
22
27.5
33
41.3

No.

%

No.
71
70
67
66
63
57
55
46
32

%
89
88
84
83
79
71
69
58
40

Table (3) presents institutionalized adolescents' stressors. It shows that future uncertainty, school performance, emerge
adult responsibility, school leisure conflict, were considered very stressful for institutionalized adolescents with percent (89, 88,
84, 83 %) respectively). Financial pressure, teacher interaction stressors, and peer pressure were considered quite stressful for
institutionalized adolescents with percent (79, 71, 69 %). More than half of institutionalized adolescents (58 %) reported stressors
related to school attendance stressors. Romantic relations were considered a little stressful (40 %).
Table (4) Institutionalized adolescents' coping strategies (n= 80).
Very much
Much
Somewhat
Coping strategies
No
%
No
%
No
%
Problem solving
39
48.8 31
38.8 10
12.4
Cognitive restructuring
24
30.0 45
56.3 11
13.7
Express emotion
14
17.5 48
60.0 16
20.0
Wishful thinking
24
30.0 36
45.0 19
23.8
Social support
20
25.0 38
47.5 18
22.5
Self-criticism
17
21.3 30
37.5 24
30.0
Social withdrawal
7
8.8
35
43.7 31
38.8
Problem avoidance
4
5.0
19
23.8 48
60.0

A little
No
%
0
.0
0
.0
2
2.5
1
1.2
4
5.0
9
11.3
7
8.7
8
10.0

Not at all
No
%
0
.0
0
.0
0
.0
0
.0
0
.0
0
.0
0
.0
1
1.3

No.
70
69
62
60
58
47
42
23

%
88
86
78
75.0
73
58
53
29

Table (4) presents institutionalized adolescents' coping strategies. It shows that that the most common coping strategies
used by the institutionalized adolescents were problem solving, cognitive restructuring, express emotion, wishful thinking, social
support with percent (88, 86, 78, 75, and 73 %) respectively) which indicate high coping. More than half of institutionalized
adolescents reported using self-criticism and social withdrawal strategies with percent (58, and 53 % respectively). Only (29 %) of
them reported using problem avoidance which indicate low coping.
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Table (5) Difference between adolescent's stressors and gender (n= 80).
Gender
Stressors domains
Male
Female
t
Mean ± SD
Mean ± SD
Home life stressor
20.9 ± 17.3
23.1 ± 16.3
.592
School stressor
21.9 ± 6.5
21.8 ± 5.3
.049
School attendance stressor
7.9 ± 4.5
8.5 ± 4.2
.595
Romantic relation stressors
10.8 ± 9.6
8.7 ± 6.9
1.089
Peer pressure
18.8 ± 6.9
18.7 ± 7.4
.026
Teacher interaction
21.2 ± 7.1
17.5 ± 6.9
2.353
Future uncertain
11.1 ± 3.5
10.7 ± 3.6
.480
School leisure conflicts
17.3 ± 6.0
14.4 ± 4.7
2.334
Financial pressure
14.0 ± 4.5
11.1 ± 4.4
2.849
Emerge in adult responsibility
9.7 ± 2.4
8.9 ± 3.4
1.304
| 31
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P- value
.556 NS
.961 NS
.554 NS
.280 NS
.980 NS
.02*
.632 NS
.02*
.006*
.196 NS
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Gender
Stressors domains
Male
Female
t
P- value
Mean ± SD
Mean ± SD
Total
153.5 ± 36.8
143.4 ± 35.6
2.236
.02*
S= not statistical significant difference * Statistical significant difference at p < 0.05
Table (5) showed the differences between adolescent's stressors and gender and revealed that, there was a statistically
significant difference between the total of adolescent's stressors and gender. Male adolescents reported significant higher mean
scores on stressors related to teacher interaction, school leisure conflicts, and financial pressure than female adolescents.
Table (6) Difference between adolescent's stressors and place of residence before institutionalization (n= 80).
Type of residence before institutionalization
Stressors domains
Rural
Urban
t
P- value
Mean ± SD
Mean ± SD
Home life stressor
21.4 ± 14.2
22.1 ± 18.0
.171
.865 NS
School stressor
22.2 ± 4.6
21.6 ± 6.5
.407
.685 NS
School attendance stressor
9.8 ± 3.9
7.5 ± 4.4
2.271
.026*
Romantic relation stressors
5.8 ± 5.3
11.8 ± 9.3
3.047
.003*
Peer pressure
15.8 ± 5.9
20.1 ± 7.2
2.649
.01*
Teacher interaction
16.9 ± 4.8
20.9 ± 7.8
2.349
.021*
Future uncertain
10.9 ± 3.8
10.9 ± 3.4
.041
.968 NS
School leisure
14.7 ± 4.3
16.7 ± 6.1
1.520
.132 NS
Financial pressure
9.5 ± 3.4
14.3 ± 4.4
4.931
.0001*
Emerge in adult responsibility
8.6 ± 2.7
9.7 ± 2.9
1.704
.092 NS
Total
135.6 ± 27.4
155.6 ± 38.6
2.374
.020*
NS= not statistical significant difference * Statistical significant difference at p < 0.05
Table (6) illustrated the differences between adolescent's stressors and type of residence and showed that,
institutionalized urban adolescents were significantly higher as regard romantic relation stressors, peer pressure, teacher
interaction stressors, financial pressure and totally stressors than rural adolescent with mean score of (11.8 ± 9.3 vs. 5.8 ± 5.3);
(20.1 ± 7.2 vs 15.8 ± 5.9); (20.9 ± 7.8 vs 16.9 ± 4.8); (14.3 ± 4.4 vs 9.5 ±3.4) and (155.6 ± 38.6 vs 135.6 ± 27.4) respectively.
While rural adolescents were significantly higher as regard school attendance stressors than urban adolescents with mean score of
(9.8 ± 3.9 vs. 7.5 ± 4.4) with statistically significant differences.
Table (7) Difference between adolescent's coping and gender (n= 80)
Gender
Coping strategies inventory
Male
Female
Mean ± SD
Mean ± SD
Problem solving
38.2 ± 5.5
31.9 ± 5.7
Cognitive restructuring
34.3 ± 5.5
30.7 ± 3.6
Express emotions
31.3 ± 6.4
30.2 ± 4.9
Social support
31.3 ± 7.4
30.4 ± 6.2
Problem avoidance
24.4 ± 6.3
25.7 ± 5.0
Wishful thinking
32.5 ± 8.2
31.6 ± 4.7
Self-criticism
30.3 ± 8.6
27.3 ± 5.2
Social withdrawal
26.0 ± 7.7
28.2 ± 5.3
Total coping scale
248.3 ± 28.9
236.1± 27.5

t
4.926
3.346
.797
.599
.997
.584
1.829
1.409
2.105

P- value
.000*
.001*
.428 NS
.551 NS
.322 NS
.561 NS
.071 NS
.163 NS
.05*

NS= not statistical significant difference * Statistical significant difference at p < 0.05
Table (7) demonstrated differences between adolescent's coping and gender and showed that, there were statistically
significant differences between institutionalized adolescents' gender and coping strategies. Male adolescents were higher as regard
problem solving, cognitive restructuring and total coping scale than female adolescents with mean scores of (38.2 ± 5.5 vs. 31.9 ±
5.7), (34.3 ± 5.5 vs. 30.7 ± 3.6), and (248.3 ± 28.9 vs. 236.1 ± 27.5) respectively.
Table (8): Difference between adolescent's coping and type of residence before institutionalization (n= 80)
Type of residence before institutionalization
Coping strategies inventory
Rural
Urban
t
P- value
Mean ± SD
Mean ± SD
Problem solving
33.3 ± 7.2
36.5 ± 5.7
2.160
.034*
Cognitive restructuring
30.7 ± 4.1
33.7 ± 5.2
2.647
.01*
Express emotions
29.3 ± 3.7
31.6 ± 6.4
1.680
.097 NS
Social support
28.9 ± 5.6
31.9 ± 6.4
1.831
.071NS
Problem avoidance
22.0 ± 3.5
26.3 ± 6.2
3.279
.002**
Wishful thinking
28.5 ± 6.2
33.9 ± 6.5
3.483
.001**
Self-criticism
25.0 ± 5.9
30.8 ± 7.4
3.503
.001**
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Type of residence before institutionalization
Coping strategies inventory
Rural
Urban
t
P- value
Mean ± SD
Mean ± SD
Social withdrawal
23.8 ± 5.4
28.5 ± 6.9
3.035
.003**
Total coping scale
221.6 ± 21.9
253.3 ± 26.0
5.353
.0001**
NS= not statistical significant difference * Statistical significant difference at p < 0.05
Table (8) described the differences between adolescent's coping and type of residence and showed that there were
statistically significant residence differences as regards to coping strategies of the institutionalized adolescents. The
institutionalized urban adolescents had higher mean scores as regard problem solving, cognitive restructuring, problem avoidance,
wishful thinking, self-criticism, social withdrawal and totally coping than rural adolescents.

Table (9) Correlation between institutionalized adolescent's stressors and coping strategies (n= 80).
Stressors
Home
life
stressor
School
stressor
School
attendance
Romantic
relation
Peer pressure
Teacher
interesting
Future
uncertain
School leisure
Financial
pressure
Emerge
in
adult
Total
adolescent
stress
questionnaire

Problem
solving
r
P
.113
.32

Cognitive
restructuring
r
P
.028
.81

Express
emotions
r
P
.028
.81

Social
support
r
P
.109
.34

Problem
avoidance
r
P
-.086 .45

Wishful
thinking
r
P
.055
.63

Self –
criticism
r
P
-.034 .77

Social
withdrawal
r
P
-.080 .48

.025

.83

-.232*

.04

-.059

.60

-.157

.16

.262*

.02

.148

.19

-.184

.103

.269*

.02

-.088

.44

.001

-.175

.12

.100

.38

-.248*

.03

.206

.07

.06

-.024

.83

.98

-.041

.715

.149

.19

.258*
.261*

.02

.22

.268*
-.003

.02

.139

.368**
.214

.02

-.046

.684

.126
.169

.27
.14

.119
.287**

.29
.01

-.001
.051

.99
.65

.016
0.077

.89
.49

.087
.061

.44
.59

.268*
.262*

.02
.02

.209
.282*

.06
.01

.126
-.066

.27
.56

.268*

.02

.000

.99

.091

.42

.107

.34

-.018

.88

-.059

.60

-.033

.77

.286*

.01

.160
.291**

.16
.001

.187
.239*

.09
.03

.051
.240*

.65
.03

-.011
.116

.93
.31

.057
.135

.62
.23

.212
.398**

.06
.000

.106
.226*

.35
.04

-.063
.154

.58
.173

.246*

.03

.034

.76

.239*

.03

.056

.62

.014

.89

.117

.30

.09

.43

.048

.68

.244*

.03

.124

.27

.053

.64

.038

.74

.060

.59

.247*

.03

.131

.245

.074

.51

** Correlation IS significant at the 0.01 level (2-tmled). *Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
Table (10) Table (31) demonstrated the correlation between coping strategies and stressors of the institutionalized
adolescents. It indicated that, there were statistically significant positive correlations between problem solving strategy and
stressors of (future uncertain, financial pressure, emerge in adult, and total adolescent stressors). As regard cognitive restructuring
strategy, there were statistical significant positive correlations with stressors of (school performance, school attendance, teacher
interaction, and financial pressure). Concerning to express emotions strategy, there were statistical significant positive correlations
with stressors of (financial pressure and emerge in adult responsibility). Also, the same table showed that, there was statistical
significant positive correlation between social support strategy and school attendance stressors.
The same table illustrated that there was statistically significant positive correlation between problem avoidance coping
strategy and school performance stressor. As regard wishful thinking, there were statistical significant positive correlations with
stressors of (peer pressure, teacher interaction, financial pressure, and total adolescent stressors). With respect to self-criticisms
coping, there were statistical significant positive correlations with stressors of (school attendance, romantic relation, teacher
interaction, and financial pressure). The same table demonstrated that, there were statistical significant correlations between social
withdrawal coping and stressors of (school stressor and future uncertainty).
Discussion
The aim of this study was to investigate the stressors
and coping strategies of institutionalized adolescents. The
following discussion will focus on the findings related to the
aim of the study. Results of this study include institutionalized
adolescents' demographic characteristics, data about
institutionalized adolescents' living in foster care institutions,
stressors and coping strategies among institutionalized
adolescents, the relation between study variables and
demographic characteristics of the study group. In addition, the
correlations between institutionalized adolescents' stressors and
coping strategies were presented in this chapter.
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Part I: Demographic characteristics of the studied subjects
and the data about living in foster care institutions:
The distribution of institutionalized adolescents
according to gender, age, level of education, and type of
residence are discussed in this section (table 1). Concerning the
gender of the institutionalized adolescents, more than half of
them were males. This may be due to the increased likelihood
of the male adolescents to unsuccessful experiences in their
families, parental arguments, abandonment, homelessness and
other issues. These findings were in agreement with (25) who
found that (60%) of the respondents were males, while (40%)
were female adolescents.
As regard to the institutionalized adolescents' age, the
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present study showed that, more than two thirds of them than one category of stressors. These results may be due to the
belong to age group between 17 – 21 years old. These results interconnected nature of institutionalized adolescents' stressors
could be interpreted as adolescents in this age are particularly that highlight the quantity and variety of stressors with which
in needs for professional attention. This result was in those adolescents had to cope on a daily basis. These results
agreement with (26) in their study about coping with the were in agreement with (31) who have shown that children
challenges of living in an Indonesian residential institution who residing in shelters experienced a high number of stressors.
reported that (71%) of the studied subjects' ages were belonged
In this study, the most frequently stressor reported by
to the age group of 16 – 21 years.
the institutionalized adolescents was the future uncertainty
In relation to the institutionalized adolescents' level of stressor in comparison with other stressors. The majority of
education, the current study revealed that about two thirds of institutionalized adolescents reported concern about their
the institutionalized adolescents were attending primary and future. This finding could be interpreted that institutionalized
preparatory school. This educational delay may be due to lack adolescents rated future career issues as the domain of highest
of permanency experienced by the institutionalized adolescents importance in their identity formation. It might be also
as they experience a number of moves and school changes explained by the social and economic characteristics of today’s
while in out-of-home care. Repeatedly changing schools society as constraints of social circumstance and lack of
disrupts the educational process and can hinder a child’s ability existing opportunities and personal choices. As a consequence,
to succeed academically. This finding was in congruent with thinking about the future, which is fundamental for
(27) who emphasized in their study that (80%) of the institutionalized adolescents as it directs their life course, may
institutionalized adolescents were attending middle and become very stressful.
primary school.
These findings were in agreement with (32) who
With respect to the institutionalized adolescents' place mentioned that the majority of the adolescents obtained higher
of residence, the current study indicated that about two thirds scores on future uncertainty stressors than on other stressors.
of them were from urban area. One possible reason why the Also, (33) who studied the relationships between perceived
urban institutionalized adolescents were higher in this sample stress for the future and coping strategies in times of social
could be interpreted by the virtue of their living conditions that uncertainty, found that the majority of adolescents perceived
include rampant addictive behaviors, broken marriages, significantly higher stress for the future in comparison with
lowered job productivity, illness and soaring medical expenses, other (peers, parents, leisure time, school, and romantic)
senseless violence that are considered major factors contribute stressors. These findings were in the same line with (34) who
to institutionalization. This interpretation was evidenced by reported that adolescents in the study frequently mentioned
(28) who reported that rates institution placement is higher in stressors related to their future.
urban areas because social disorganization is more common.
This finding was consistent with (29) who found that (70%) of Part III: Coping strategies of institutionalized adolescents
the studied subjects are from urban area.
This part will discuss data about the percentage
The distribution of institutionalized adolescents distribution of the studied group in relation to their coping
according to the cause of institutionalization and period of stay strategies (table 4). The current study revealed that the majority
in the institution are discussed in this section (table 2). of the institutionalized adolescents used more than one coping
Regarding the cause of institutionalization, the present study strategy in dealing with different stressors. One interpretation
showed that more than half of the adolescents enter the of the results of this study might be that institutionalized
institutional care due to orphanhood. This result could be adolescents face more stress and as a result, cope differently.
explained that orphans lack their first line of protection (their This could be also explained that institutionalized adolescents
parents) which suggests the need for their placement with the are able to change their coping efforts as a function of
alternative care. In contrast to the current study, (30) reported situational demands. Similarly, (35) who examined the
that the main cause of institutionalization was illegitimate stressors and coping behaviors of homeless children staying in
children. Illegitimate children constituted (89.5%) of the shelters found that 98% of the sheltered children reported using
studied subjects in Tanta and El-Mansoura cities, while 10.5% more than one coping strategy in dealing with stressors.
were from broken families and orphanhood. This may be due
The results of the present study found that problem
to the expense of marriage and the shortage of affordable solving, cognitive restructuring, express emotion, wishful
housings that are important reasons for illegitimacy in Tanta thinking, and social support, were the most common coping
and El-Mansoura cities.
strategies used by the institutionalized adolescents. These
Concerning the institutionalized adolescents' period of results suggested that institutionalized adolescents use the most
stay in care institutions, the current study demonstrated that useful strategies and this can be a predictor of positive
about half of them were living in care institutions for a period psychological adjustment. This result was consistent with (36)
between (7 – 12) years. This result suggest that, institutional who found that the most commonly used strategies by
care placement can seem like an adoption to the child and that internationally adopted children are cognitive restructuring,
the institutional care plan for the children remains until problem solving, wishful thinking, express emotion, and social
reaching adulthood and leaving care, and certainly for the support more frequently.
foreseeable future. This finding was in the same line with (27)
The current study results revealed that the majority of
who found that (50%) of institutionalized adolescent orphans institutionalized adolescents used problem solving as a coping
were living in institutions for a period from (5) to (8) years.
strategy. This could be explained that lack of families or
supportive environment force the institutionalized adolescents
Part II: Stressors of institutionalized adolescents
This part discussed the distribution of the studied to learn and execute successful problem solving strategies on
group in relation to their stressors by using adolescent stress their own and to increase their independency to tackle the
questionnaire (table 3). The results of the current study stressful situations. These findings were similar to the results
revealed that all institutionalized adolescents identified more of (37) who found that the majority of institutionalized orphan
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adolescents scored higher on problem solving coping than on
other coping strategies. The present findings were also in the Part V: The correlation between the study variables
same line with the past studies of (38-39) which state that (stressors and coping strategies);
negative experiences in the life lead the individual to learn
The correlation between stressors and coping
more efficient coping to overcome their problems and negative strategies of the institutionalized adolescents are discussed in
emotions.
this section (Table 9 a,b). The current study found a positive
significant correlation between problem solving coping and
Part IV Difference between demographic data of the study future uncertainty stressors. These results are supported by (33)
who investigated the relationships between perceived stress for
group and study variables in;
The relation between demographic characteristics of the future and coping strategies in times of social uncertainty
the institutionalized adolescents and common stressors are and found that stress for the future is positively related to
discussed in this section (Table: 5). There was a statistically active coping styles (problem solving).
significant difference between the adolescent's stressors and
The results of the present study demonstrated that
gender. This result could be explained by the societal pressures there was a positive significant correlation between social
on both males and females to adhere to certain roles and withdrawal and future uncertainty stressors. This may be
responsibilities. These pressures contribute to stress in males characteristic of a collectivistic society versus an
and females, particularly for those who live in cultures with an individualistic one, whose members appear to have a
extreme gender divide. This result could be also interpreted by preference for accommodation and negotiation in conflict
the gene difference in how males and females respond to situations rather than confrontation. In contrast to the findings
stress. This result was in agreement with the study of (36) who of the current study, (33) found that future stressors are
found significant gender differences in the nature of children negatively related to withdrawal coping strategies. In other
reported stressors.
words, adolescents who use withdrawal coping less frequently
The present study results demonstrated that male perceive the future as more stressful.
institutionalized adolescent had higher mean score as regard
The findings of the current study also found that
teacher interaction, school leisure conflicts, financial pressure school stressors negatively related to cognitive restructuring
and total stressors than female adolescents. A probable coping and positively related to social withdrawal coping.
explanation for these findings is that males are more These findings are contradicted with (42) who studied
responsible and feel more under pressure than females. The problems, coping and efficacy: An exploration of subjective
current findings were contradicted with (40) who found in their distress in orphans placed in Ghanaian orphanages while they
study that males scored lower on perceived stressors than found that there were no significant associations between
females.
school stressors and (cognitive restructuring and social
Concerning the difference between total mean scores withdrawal) coping strategies.
of common stressors and the institutionalized adolescents'
place of residence (Table 6), there was statistically significance Conclusion
difference with respect to place of residence and the
Based up on the findings of the present study, it can
institutionalized adolescents' stressors. These findings could be be concluded that, the institutionalized adolescents experienced
explained by cultural norms for handling stress and conﬂict in different stressors and used number of effective/ineffective
both rural and urban areas. This findings are in same line with coping strategies. Commonly reported stressors among
the study of (33) about the relationships between perceived institutionalized adolescents were future uncertainty, school
stress for the future and coping strategies in times of social performance, emerge adult responsibility, school leisure
uncertainty: (A study of Italian adolescents) while they found conflict, and financial pressure. The type of coping strategies
significant living place differences in the total score of adolescents used was dynamic and fluctuated between different
stressors.
components. The most common coping strategies used by the
The relation between demographic characteristics of institutionalized adolescents were problem solving, cognitive
the institutionalized adolescents and coping strategies, are restructuring, express emotion, wishful thinking, social
discussed in this section (Table 7). There was statistically support. There were statistical significant correlations between
significant gender difference. Gender differences in the coping the institutionalized adolescents' stressors and their coping
behaviors suggested that choice of strategies used to cope with strategies. Thus, nursing interventions should focus on the
the emotional distress was related to the gender schema of an close monitoring of predominant stressors that can lead to
individual. This result is in contrast with (41) who studied age psychological distress and also revising and improving the
and gender difference in coping behaviors of young adults who existing coping strategies used for managing stressful
were orphaned during childhood while he depicted no encounters so as to protect the expansion of these stressors
significant relationship between gender and coping behaviors.
among the institutionalized adolescents and to promote their
As regard the relation between institutionalized psychological well-being.
adolescents' type of residence and coping strategies (Table: 8),
there was statistically significance difference with respect to
place of residence. These findings could be explained by Recommendations:
cultural difference for handling stress and conﬂict in both rural
Based on the pervious findings of the present study,
and urban areas. This findings are in same line with the study the following recommendations are suggested:
of (33) about the relationships between perceived stress for the
future and coping strategies in times of social uncertainty: (A
 Designing personal counseling programs for the
study of Italian adolescents) while they found significant living
institutionalized adolescents to help them recognize
place differences in the use of coping styles.
their self-competencies and potentialities to overcome
their stressors and to become independent and
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Abstract
Background: The nursing staff plays an important role for organizational achievement. Therefore, it is very
important for the nurse managers to recognize nurses’ work and provide them with opportunities to grow and to look
after their comfort. Aim of the study: to assess the relationship between empowerment and job satisfaction among
staff nurses in Minia university Hospital through, identifying the level of structural and psychological
empowerment, determining the level of job satisfaction and finding out the relationship between empowerment and
job satisfaction. Research design: A descriptive cross sectional research design. Sample: consisted of all available
staff nurses (300 nurse) working in the units during the period of data collection. Setting: conducted in Minia
University Hospital. All units were included in the study. Tools of data collection: includes three tools, tool І:
included two parts: part 1: A demographic sheet, part 2: the Conditions for work Effectiveness Questionnaire-II
(CWEQ-II), tool ІІ: psychological empowerment scale, and tool ІІІ: job satisfaction scale were used. Results: Near
to two third of studied nurses (62.7%) have low structural empowerment level compared to near to half of studied
nurses (49.7%) had low psychological empowerment level. More than two third of staff nurses have low job
satisfaction (68.3%). Conclusion: the impact of empowerment on nurses’ work environments and understanding the
relation between empowerment and job satisfaction might be useful for creating a supportive and satisfying work
environment for nurses, which in turn could promote the intention to stay. Recommendation: Nurse Mangers should
assess the structures in their organizations to identify barriers of staff nurses to feel job security, ensure empowering
factors at work, providing access to organizational empowering structures in order to make their employees have a
greater sense of autonomy and impact at the workplaces
Keywords: Empowerment, Job Satisfaction, Staff Nurses.
Introduction
Nursing is a dynamic profession in which nurses are
increasingly given greater responsibility and providing more
complex nursing care. Nurses face many challenges in the
health care system due to ongoing healthcare restructuring and
policy reform (1). The challenges include fewer available
resources, more complex patients, reduced opportunities for
education and training, and increased job insecurity and job
stress(2). These difficulties yield negative effects on the health
care system such as decreased nurse retention, increased
nursing shortage, and increased recruitment costs for
healthcare institutions (3-4-5). Enhancing nurses’ job satisfaction
could be a solution for these adverse effects, especially for the
nursing shortage (3).
Empowerment can be defined as the process of
sharing power with employees ,thereby enhancing their
confidence in their ability to perform their jobs and their belief
that they are influential contributors to the organization (6)
.
Empowerment is also considered to be the interrelationship
between authority ,resources timely and accurate information
and accountability(7).
There are two complementary perspectives on
empowerment at work .The First one is a macro focus on the
structural conditions that enable empowerment. The second is
a macro focus on the psychological experience of
empowerment at work. Structural empowerment focuses on
empowering structures, policies and practices. Psychological
empowerment focuses on employees' perceptions and reactions
to structures, policies and practices in which they are
embedded (8) .
Empowerment is one of the most effective tools for
increasing employee productivity and efficient use from
capacities and abilities of the individual and group according to
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Organizational goals (9).The process of empowerment increases
creativity and initiative of people and individuals committed to
work more and increases job satisfaction (10).Empowerment
improve organization effectiveness and increase the flexibility
and dynamism organization and knowledge and skills(11).
Job satisfaction is one of the most important factors in
organizations as it is related to organizational effectiveness (12).
Job satisfaction in nursing is associated with nurse
performance, quality of patient care and increased patient
satisfaction (13).Therefore, enhancing the job satisfaction of
nurses is important in health care. Job satisfaction is a
multifaceted concept associated with many factors such as
working conditions, organizational support, leadership styles,
leader empowering behaviors, structural empowerment and
psychological empowerment(5).
Nursing leaders must create work environments that
support the bedside nurse in participatory decision-making.
Creation of such work environment solidifies the relationship
between empowered work environments and patient outcomes.
Nursing leaders should create and sustain an environment that
is trusting, improves job satisfaction, and provides a shared
governance model for decision making. Nurses want work
activities that are challenging, learning opportunities,
acquisition of technical knowledge and skills, growth
opportunities and autonomy to practice (14).
Significance of the study
Through work in Minia University Hospital, it was found
that staff nurses are complaining of powerlessness, lack of
independence and job dissatisfaction. There are few studies
about the empowerment and job satisfaction at Minia
University. In Egypt, studies show that 41% of staff nurses had
structural empowerment, while 53% had job satisfaction (15).
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Therefore it was felt necessary to study the relationship point likert scale ranging from one to five in which 1 =
between empowerment and job satisfaction among staff nurses.
Strongly Disagree, 2= Disagree, 3= To some extent, 4= Agree,
and 5= strongly Agree. All dimensions (four dimensions) had a
positive scoring. The overall scores of each dimension are
Aim of the study
The aim of the current study is to assess the relationship calculated by taking the average (total scores divided by the
between empowerment and job satisfaction among staff nurses number of items) of the respondent’s score for each dimension
in Minia university hospital through:
and multiplying this by 100 to convert it into percent score.
1) Identifying the level of structural and psychological
If the total scores were less than 50% considered as
empowerment among staff nurses in Minia university low psychological empowerment. If the total scores ranged
hospital.
from 50 % – 75% considered as moderate psychological
2) Determining the level of job satisfaction among staff empowerment, and if the total scores were 75% or more
nurses in Minia university hospital.
considered as high psychological empowerment .
3) Finding out the relationship between empowerment and
Scoring system of total empowerment: by sum two
job satisfaction among staff nurses in Minia university scales (structural
empowerment
plus psychological
hospital.
empowerment). If the total scores were less than 50%
considered as low empowerment. If the total scores ranged
from 50 % – 75% considered as moderate empowerment, and
Research questions:
 What is the level of empowerment among staff if the total scores were 75% or more considered as high
empowerment.
nurses?
Tool ІІІ: Job Satisfaction scale:
 What is the level of overall nurses’ job satisfaction?
It was used to determining the level of job satisfaction
 Is there a relation between empowerment and job
among staff nurses. This tool developed by McCloskey and
satisfaction among staff nurses?
Mueller (1990)(19). It consists of 25-items. These items were
grouped into five components.
Subjects and Methods
Scoring system: responses were scored under five
Research design:
point
Likert
scale ranging from one to five in which 1 = very
A descriptive correlational research design was used
dissatisfied, 2= dissatisfied, 3= to some extent, 4= satisfied,
in conducting this study to fulfill the study aim.
and 5= very satisfied. All components (five components) had a
positive scoring. The overall scores of each component are
Setting:
The study was conducted at Minia university hospital calculated by taking the average (total scores divided by the
number of items) of the respondent’s score for each component
.All units were included in the study in Minia governorate.
and multiplying this by 100 to convert it into percent score.
If the total scores were less than 50% considered as
Subjects:
low
job
satisfaction. If the total scores ranged from 50 % –
The subjects of the study sample consisted of all
available staff nurses working in the all units during the period 75% considered as moderate job satisfaction, and if the total
of data collection. Their total number is 300 nurses. The scores were 75% or more considered as high job satisfaction.
inclusion criteria for this study sample include: full time staff
nurses who have a minimum of 1 year’ nursing experience Tools Validity and reliability
The tools were submitted to a panel of five experts
(new nurses may need time to be familiar with the hospital
in
in
the
field of nursing administration at Minia and Ain
structure and its policy).
shams university confirmed its validity. Modifications on the
tools were done according to the panel judgment in relation
Tools of Data collection:
to appropriateness of the content and sequence accuracy of
Three tools were used in this study for data collection
items.
Tool І: A self – administration questionnaire sheet
Reliability of the tools (tool І, ІІ, ІІІ) were
It was used for collecting the data for this study. It
performed to confirm validity of tool and calculated
consists of two main parts:
Part one: this part concerned with data pertaining statistically. The internal consistency measured to identify
socio-demographic characteristics of the study subjects as: age, the extent to which the items of the tool measure the same
sex, nursing qualification, educational level, current position, concept and correlate with each other by Cronbach’s alpha
test were .92, .92 and .95 respectively
area of work, and years of experience.
Part two: this part consisted of The Condition of
Work Effectiveness Questionnaire-II (CWEQ-II). This part Pilot study:
A pilot study was carried out after the development of
aimed to identifying the level of structural empowerment
among staff nurses. This tool developed by Laschinger and the tools and before starting the actual data collection, on 30
colleagues (2001)(16) a modification of the original CWEQ. It staff nurses. The aim of the pilot study was to test the
consists of 19 items. These items were grouped under 6 feasibility of the study, the sequence of items, and finally
components of structural empowerment described by Kanter clarity and applicability of the preliminary tool. It also served
to estimate the time required for filling the questionnaire sheets
(1993)(17).
which was 20 minutes. They were included in the main study
Tool ІІ: Psychological Empowerment Scale (PES)
It was used to identifying the level of psychological subjects during the actual collection of data. The process of
empowerment among staff nurses. This tool developed by pilot study took two weeks’(from15/6 to 30/6) in June 2016.
Spreitzer's (1995)(18). It consists of 12 items. These items
Ethical consideration:
were grouped under four theoretical dimensions.
A written initial approval was obtained from the
Scoring system: responses were scored under five
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research ethical committee of the faculty of nursing, Minia
Before distribution the questionnaire, the research met
University. The researcher introducing herself to the directors the participants according to the time which determined by
and discussed the aim of the study, then met the head nurse of head of each department, introducing herself and explained the
each department, and introducing herself with discussed the purpose of the study and the components of the tools to the
aim of the study and determined the suitable time to meet the participants in the study setting. Then, the researcher
study participants and collect the data. Nurses were reassured distributed the data collection sheets to respondents
that all information obtained was confidential and would not individually in their workplace. The filling time for the
affect their professional evaluation.
questionnaire sheet took about 20 minutes. The researchers
checked the completeness of each filled form after the
participant filled it. Data collection was done during the
Data collection procedure:
The official approvals were obtained from medical morning, afternoon, and night shifts two days / week, June, to
and nursing administration of Minia university hospital. Prior November 2016.
to collection of data, a formal letter issued from the dean of
post graduate studies and research at faculty of Nursing, Minia Statistical design:
university, and the approval of ethical committee. Submitted to
Statistical analysis was done by using Statistical
medical and nursing administrations and the heads of the units Package for the Social Science (SPSS 20.0). Quality control
for obtaining their permission and help to conduct the study. was done at the stages of coding and data entry. Data were
The letters also listed the data needed for the study. Moreover, presented by using descriptive statistics in the form of
a written consent was obtained from each participant. Before frequencies and percentage for qualitative variables, and mean
the nurses participate in this study, the nature, the aim, & standard deviation (SD) for quantitative variable.
methods, and anticipated benefits of the study was explained. Correlation coefficient test was also used between
The researcher informed the participation is voluntary and they empowerment and job satisfaction and statistical significance
have rights to withdrawal at any time without giving any was considered at p < 0.05.
reasons.
Results
Table 1: Personal Characteristics of staff nurses in the study sample (n= 300).
Personal data
No.
%
Gender
Male
123
41.0
Female
177
59.0
Age / years
18 – 32
174
58.0
32 – 45
97
32.3
45 – 58
19
9.7
Mean ± SD
32.6 ± 9.6 years
Years of experience in current work
1159
53.0
11 67
22.3
21
61
20.3
31- 40
13
4.4
Mean ± SD
12.9 ± 9.9 years
Years of experience in current department
1153
51.0
11 70
23.3
21
62
20.7
31- 40
15
5.0
Mean ± SD
13.2 ± 9.9 years
High Educational level
Diplom in Nursing
157
52.3
Institute in Nursing
123
41.0
B. Sc in Nursing
19
6.3
Master degree
1
0.4
Hours of Work /day
6
213
71.0
12
87
29.0
Mean ± SD
7.7 ± 2.7
Total
300
100
Table 1 shows that, the largest proportion of staff nurses were in the age group 18- < 32 years (58%). The mean of
subject’s age was 32.6 ± 9.6 years. Concerning years of experience in current work and current department, more than half of staff
nurses (53.0% % 51.0% respectively) had experience less than 11 years.
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Table 2: Mean score for the sources of structural empowerment in the study sample(n = 300)
Structural Empowerment sources
Min - Max
Mean ± SD
Opportunity
3- 15
9.0 ± 2.8
Information
3- 15
6.1 ± 3.1
Support
3- 15
7.5 ± 3.5
Resources
3- 15
7.0 ± 2.6
Informal power
4- 20
11.5 ± 3.1
Formal power
3-15
4.5 ± 2.3
Structural empowerment
24- 94
45.6 ± 13.9
Table 2 summarized that informal power was the highest empowerment source with mean score 11.5 ± 3.1 while formal
power was rated as the last empowering source with mean score 4.5 ± 2.3.
Table 3: Mean scores for the sources of psychological empowerment in the study sample(n= 300)
Psychological Empowerment sources
Min - Max
Mean ± SD
Meaning
3- 15
9.7 ± 2.4
Competence
3- 15
10.7 ± 2.3
Autonomy
3- 15
7.6 ± 3.3
Impact
3-15
5.4 ± 3.2
Psychological Empowerment
15- 60
33.4 ± 9.2
Table 3 mentioned that, competence power was the highest psychological empowerment source with mean score 10.7 ±
2.3 while impact power was rated as the last psychological empowering source with mean score 5.4 ± 3.2.
Table 4: Mean scores for the level of job satisfaction in the study sample(n = 300)
Items
Min - Max
Work culture and conditions
7-35
Scheduling and family/ work balance
8- 37
Collegial relationship
5- 25
Extrinsic rewards
3- 15
Professional opportunities
2- 7
Job Satisfaction scale
27- 107

Mean ± SD
14.2 ± 6.2
22.0 ± 6.2
11.9 ± 4.6
6.2 ± 2.9
2.6 ± 1.2
56.8 ± 17.4

Table 4 noticed that, Scheduling and family/ work balance was the highest job satisfaction source with mean
score 22.0 ± 6.2 while Professional opportunities was rated as the last job satisfaction source with mean score 2.6 ± 1.2.
Table 5: Relation between empowerment and job satisfaction among study group in the study sample (n = 300).
Moderate
Low empowerment
High empowerment
Satisfaction
empowerment
(n= 174)
(n= 22)
(n= 104)
X2
P – value
No
%
No
%
No
%
Low job satisfaction
168
96.6
35
33.7
2
9.1
Moderate job satisfaction
6
3.4
66
63.5
17
77.3
165.822
.000*
High job satisfaction
0
.0
3
2.9
3
13.6
*highly statistical significance
Table 5 showed that, 96.6% of studied group have low empowerment have low job satisfaction, 63.5% who have
moderate empowerment have moderate job satisfaction whereas 13.6% who have high empowerment have high job satisfaction
with a highly statistical significance difference between level of empowerment and job satisfaction in which p- value ≤ .000.
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Fig. (1): level of structural empowerment among studied nurses
Figure 1 showed the level of structural empowerment among studied nurses. Near to two third of studied nurses (62.7%)
have low structural empowerment level. While near to one third of them have moderate structural empowerment (31.7%), and
only 5.6% of them have high structural empowerment level.
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Fig. (2): level of Psychological empowerment among studied nurses
Figure 2 illustrated level of Psychological empowerment among studied nurses. Near to half of studied nurses (49.7%)
had low psychological empowerment level. While more than two third of them have moderate psychological empowerment
(36.7%), and only 13.6% of them had high psychological empowerment level.
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Fig. (3): level of job satisfaction among studied nurses
Figure (3) illustrated the level of job satisfaction among studied nurses. It noticed that more than two third of staff nurses
have low job satisfaction (68.3%). While, more than one quarter (29.7%) have moderate job satisfaction and only 2% have high
job satisfaction.
Discussion
The findings of the current study revealed that more
than half of the study sample aged less than 32 years . this
result might be attributed to that a lot of nurses in the last years
in Minia university hospital changed their career by completing
another study to be appointed in other departments inside their
hospital. Other nurses choose traveling abroad because of
unsuitable working conditions and inadequate salaries.
These results are consistent with (McNutt) (20) who
mentioned that if a nurse is not happy in a certain hospital or
community because of compensation and management, she
will look for a place that will provide her with the benefits she
deserves. Personal issues can also cause a nurse to quit .This
can include the issues she faces with her family. Nurses work
on shifts like most service -oriented industries. Their schedule
is a challenge to manage.
In the present study, more than half of the study
subjects who work in Minia university hospital were females
.This results might be attributed to the fact that the majority of
nurses who graduated from secondary diploma school and
clinical institute were females .This is supported by (Yousef)
(21)
who mentioned that while the proportion of men entering
the nursing profession has been growing, it remains a femaleP a g e | 42

dominated occupation.
The findings of the current study revealed that more
than half of the study subjects were diploma nurses whom
graduated from the secondary technical schools. In Egypt there
are three types of nurses: college graduates, technical institute
graduates and secondary technical schools, also known as
diploma nurses. The first two types of nurses comprise four
and two percent of the Egyptian nursing staff respectively,
while diploma nurses make up the remaining 94 %. Recent
reforms in the health sector eliminated the high school nursing
by 2009, allowing a gradual replacement of diploma nurses
with baccalaureate graduates, thus bringing about a change in
the already established role of college graduates as staff nurses
having the leadership and prestigious positions in the hospital
environment to assistant practical nurses who only obey the
orders of the junior doctors and senior diploma nurses (Al
Jarrah) (22).
The results of the current study showed that the level
of structural empowerment among studied nurses. Near to two
third of studied nurses (62.7%) have low structural
empowerment level. While near to one third of them have
moderate structural empowerment (31.7%), and only 5.6% of
them have high structural empowerment level. The study
Doaa H. A. et al
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findings revealed that less than half of the staff nurses in the among studied nurses. It noticed that more than two third of
study sample had structural empowerment in their work staff nurses have low job satisfaction (68.3%). While, more
environment.
than one quarter (29.7%) have moderate job satisfaction and
This result was consistent with Hassona(15) who only 2% have high job satisfaction. The study findings
founded that more than half of the nursing staff (59%) were not revealed that less than half of the staff nurses in the study
empowered at their work places and Rashed & eldeen Fekry(23) sample were satisfied with their job.
who indicated that nurses perceived work environment as it
This result was in congruence with the foregoing
isn't allowed for complete manipulation of empowerment results, (Hassona) (15) showed that nearly half of the staff
factors.
nurses were not satisfied with their job. The findings are also in
This result was inconsistent with the findings of agreement with Helal (35) reported that about three quarters of
Hassan (24) and El-Salam et al (25) showed that, nurses had nurses working at Zagazig university hospitals in Egypt was
moderate access to empowerment factors in their work dissatisfied with all items of satisfaction in their study. On the
environment and with Comber& Barribal(26) who reported that other hand Morsy& Sabra (36) reported that more than two third
nurses perceived themselves to be highly empowered. While, of staff nurses (68.9%) At Assuit university hospitals were
El Dahshan and Dorgham(27),Fedai and Demir (28), Bish, satisfied with their work. Also, Salem, Baddar& Mugatti (37)
Kenny&Nay (29) ; Lautizi (30) who founded that nurses revealed the majority of nurses at Jeddah have fair satisfaction
experienced moderate level of structural empowerment. In to their job.
addition, Mosela (31) revealed that most of studied nurses at
This result was accorded with Hassan (24) reported that
Benha University Hospital were moderately empowered.
most of the study subjects were dissatisfied with total job
This may be due to individuals receive lack satisfaction. The findings also in agreement .In the opposed
recognition for their efforts ,lack discretion in how they do side, Ahmed, EL Molla &Abed(38) reported that 55% of the
their jobs and do not have access to support ,resources and studied sample (clinical instructors at faculty of nursing, Cairo
information required to perform their work effectively .In University) has moderate level of job satisfaction .also; there
addition ,they do not have opportunities to advance within the are highly positive correlation between overall job
organization or to learn and grow through challenging work satisfactions. In the same line, Mohamed (39) reported that
experiences or learning opportunities.
88.1% of the head nurses were satisfied compared to 75.2% of
In the same line, Rashed & Eldeen Fekry(23) reported the staff nurses with a statistically significant difference
that the majority of staff nurses can deal with challenging (p=0.03).
work; as new technologies, advance treatment, modern
This
result
was
accorded
with
Edoho,
supplies but they haven't chance to gain new skills and Bamidele&Ojong Idang Neji (40) founded that the majority of
knowledge. Continuous education and development of staff the nurses in public hospitals in calabar, cross river state
nurses was very poor in hospitals. No chances to advance to Nigeria 265 (82.4%) were moderately satisfied with their
better job. Generally in Egypt, the advancement to better job work. The findings also in agreement with A study was done
and the career ladder of nurses is not well established.
by Laschinger et al (4) in Ontario, Canada among newly
The result show that the level of psychological graduated nurses regarding job and career satisfaction and
empowerment among studied nurses. Near to half of studied turnover intentions, suggested that lower the career satisfaction
nurses (49.7%) had low psychological empowerment level. higher the intention to leave the profession.
While more than two third of them have moderate
This result was inconsistent with Damayanthi,
psychological empowerment (36.7%), and only 13.6% of them Wichaikhum & Chontawan(41) who do a study bout "Predicting
had high psychological empowerment level.
Factors of Job Satisfaction among Nurses in Sri Lanka"
In the same line with Ibrahim, Abo El-Magd & Sayed showed that the mean score of job satisfaction among nurses
(32)
indicated that the majority of nurses university and teaching was 3.23 suggesting a moderate level of satisfaction. In line
hospitals at Menofia Governorate/Egypt were perceived with findings Manju (42) reported in the study done in
psychological empowerment as moderate level. Also, this Coimbatore 2012 among 581 nurses that majority of the nurses
result consistent with Nasiripour and Siadati (33) who founded were satisfied with the career.
that nurses in Iran social security organization hospitals
Job satisfaction was low among staff nurses at Minia
considered their empowerment status at moderate level. university hospital may be due to low benefits and incentives
Corbally (34) proved that the psychological empowerment has ,unclear salary items ,decrease chances for continuous
been viewed as having potential to play a key role in the education , decrease chances for development, lack of support
professional development, increasing nurses’ job satisfaction, from supervisor and nurse manager ,unpredictable monthly
giving a better quality for patients and included sense of work schedule ,lack of clarity of organization policy
meaning, self-determination, competence and impact.
,continuous and fast changing of infection control instructions
This might be related to staff nurses at the bottom of ,increase quantity of paper work, delaying doctors when
the organizational hierarchy, have less experience, and needed ,increasing work load ,for old age increase in health
knowledge making their effect in their workplace is weak, as problems ,increase homework and responsibilities.
related to staff nurses experienced low structural
In this study, the results showed that the majority of
empowerment, where structural empowerment had a direct studied group have low empowerment have low job
effect on psychological empowerment, when staff nurses satisfaction, more than two third of sample have moderate
become psychologically empowered; they can be adapting, empowerment have moderate job satisfaction whereas the
able to cope with stressors, and more satisfied with the work. minority have high empowerment have high job satisfaction
Their intent to stay in the organization increased and they with a statistical significance difference,this in line with Rana
become more loyal, more productive, and have the power to & Singh (43) done study in India to determine the relationship
work in the organization.
between employee empowerment and job satisfaction in IT
The results illustrated that the level of job satisfaction industry , found that there is a significance relation between
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empowerment and job satisfaction and Saleh & Saif (44)
management. 2008;16(5):578-87.
reported empowerment had a significant effect on overall
6) Bateman TS, Snell AS. Management: Leading and
employee job satisfaction.
collaborating in a competitive world. 11 ed. New
Also, Baker (45) found that the nurses are satisfied with
York: McGraw –Hill Education 2015: 456.
their job feel empowered in their work place. This can be due
7) Finkelman A & Kenner C. Professional nursing
to the empowerment play as a basic stone of satisfaction so,
concepts: competencies for quality leadership. Jones
when level of empowerment low followed by low in job
and Bartlett Publisher, Boston co., 2010: 108.
satisfaction. On the same hand Manojlovich, & Laschinger, (46)
8) Spreitzer GM. Taking stock: A review of more than
mentioned that the combination of structural and psychological
twenty years of research on empowerment at work.
empowerment was strong predictor of positive organizational
Handbook of organizational behavior. 2008:54-72.
outcomes especially job satisfaction.
9) Abadi MVNA, Chegini MG. Process of employee
empowerment (concepts and dimensions). Kuwait
Chapter of the Arabian Journal of Business and
Conclusion
The findings of this study provide evidence of the
Management Review. 2013;2(11):76.
importance of workplace empowerment to achieve positive
10) Jin-Liang W, Hai-Zhen W. The influences of
organizational outcomes in nursing. Exploring the impact of
psychological empowerment on work attitude and
empowerment on nurses’ work environments and
behavior in Chinese organizations. African Journal of
understanding the relation between empowerment and job
Business Management. 2012;6(30):8938.
satisfaction might be useful for creating a supportive and
11) Ghale Hasan FH. Evaluation of Empowerment of
satisfying work environment for nurses, which in turn could
Human Resources and Effectiveness, Journal of
promote the intention to stay.
Basic and Applied Scientific Research.2012;
2(10):9998-10006
12) Burtson PL, Stichler JF. Nursing work environment
Recommendations
Nurse Mangers should assess the structures in their
and nurse caring: relationship among motivational
organizations to identify barriers of staff nurses to feel job
factors.
Journal
of
advanced
nursing.
security, ensure empowering factors at work, providing access
2010;66(8):1819-31.
to organizational empowering structures in order to make their
13) Guerrettaz TA. Workplace empowerment, incivility
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Abstract
Background: Breast cancer is the most commonly diagnosed cancer in women across the world. The majority of
women diagnosed with the disease undergo surgery. Many patients suffer from upper limb impairments that result
from mastectomy may interfere with some women’s ability to resume normal physical function lead to significant
psychological morbidity e.g low self-esteem. The basic goal of nursing care for patients who have had a mastectomy
is to return the patient to normal life in the shortest period of time with the fewest problems. The aim of the study: to
evaluate the effect of early upper limb exercises on reducing its disabilities and improving self-esteem among
mastectomy patients. Research design: Quasi-experimental research design was utilized in the current study.
Subjects: A purposive sample including (60) female adult patients were included in the current study. Setting: This
study was carried out at oncology center in Minia city. Tools of data collection: Three scales were standardized and
one tool was utilized to collect data:1-Bio sociodemographic characteristics and Structured interview schedule;2Educational Information and Training Practices for Post-Mastectomy Exercises;3-Disabilities of the Arm, Shoulder
and Hand Scale(DASH);4-Muscle Strength Scale;5-Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale. Results: There were highly
statistically significant differences between study and control groups regarding upper limb function, muscle strength
and self-esteem in 1st, 2nd, and 3rd observations post-mastectomy. Conclusion: The study findings concluded that
upper limb exercises post mastectomy reduced upper limb disabilities in the study group. Also, it was found to
increase and improve their muscle strength and self-esteem. Recommendations: Based on the research findings the
researcher recommended applying upper limb exercises post mastectomy had a positive effect on patient’s upper
limb disabilities. The in-service educational training program that illustrates purposes and benefits of early post
mastectomy exercises is very important.
Key Words: Breast Cancer, Mastectomy, Upper Limb Disabilities, Self Esteem, Exercises
Introduction
Breast cancer, a heterogeneous disease in its
development and progression, remains the most prevalent
female cancer diagnosed worldwide. Based on GLOBOCAN
statistics, the incidence of breast cancer has increased from 1.4
million in 2008 to 1.7 million in 2012, which represents a
21.4% increase in the incidence of breast cancer worldwide
over this period. Breast cancer is the leading cause of female
cancer deaths worldwide, accounting for up to 15% of all
cancer deaths. Furthermore, mortality has increased steadily
from nearly 805 per 100,000 total deaths in 2008 to about 932
per 100,000 total deaths in 2012(1).
In Egypt, breast cancer is estimated to be the most
common cancer among females it is accounting for 37.7%,
constituted 12,621 new cases in 2008. The ratio between
incidence and mortality for breast cancer was poor (1.9:1) as
estimated in many regional Egyptian cancer registries as well
as in hospital-based frequencies which mentioned by Journal of
the Egyptian National Cancer Institute 2013 (2). While
accounting for59.6% in 2012 constituted 18,660 new cases. So
it is a leading cause of cancer-related mortality accounting
21.6% of females total deaths according to WHO 2014 (3).
Upper limb dysfunction (ULD) commonly occurs
after mastectomy. ULD is defined as restricted upper limb
mobility, pain, impaired sensation, and strength. ULD is a
significant cause of disability and negatively impacts the
quality of life (QoL). ULD found a widely reported variation in
prevalence of impaired shoulder range of motion (ROM)
(<1%-67%), arm weakness (9%-28%) and shoulder/arm pain
(9%-68%) (4).
The findings of the studies indicate that mastectomy
significantly affects negatively on the body image and identity
of patients. They concluded that unacceptable body image,
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poor self-esteem and poor self-concept usually experienced by
patients who had mastectomy often result in feelings of
inferiority among them. Consequently, feelings of
hopelessness, worthlessness, and helplessness are common
among this group of patients ultimately resulting in the
narcissistic delegation of the self (5).
To decrease the incidence of these complications,
studies highlight that the performance of early exercises after
mastectomy gives positive results, both in the physical and the
psychological status and help women to return to their
activities of daily living (ADLs) within a shorter period of time
(6)
.
Therefore, the management of these mastectomy
complications was represented a great challenge for the nurse
because they have an impact on the patient's functional status
and consequently the quality of life. So using of measures,
which are inexpensive, available, self-induced by the patient,
easy to learn and free from side effects e.g exercises could be
effective in the management of pain, fatigue, and prevention of
shoulder dysfunction (7).
The upper limb exercises are one of the nurse's
responsibilities for women post-mastectomy that may result in
significant and clinically meaningful improvements in shoulder
ROM, and aid in the recovery of upper limb movement
following mastectomy. The evidence presented suggests that
structured exercise programs are beneficial and safe for women
who have a mastectomy (8).
Aim of the study
The aim of the present study was to evaluate the effect
of early upper limb exercises on reducing its disabilities and
improving self-esteem among mastectomy patients.
Research hypothesis
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Applying early upper limb exercises reduce excluded recreational parameters because it was not applicable
disabilities and improve self-esteem among mastectomy with sample's cultural concept.
patients.
Total items of DASH scale classified as the
following 34-items are a physical parameter ( from item 1 to
21) Rank from 1(none difficult )to 5(unable )score. Social
Subjects and Methods
parameters ( from item 22 to 23) 22 it's rank from 1(not at
Research Design:
The quasi-experimental research design was utilized all)to 5(extreme)score while item 23 rank from 1(not limited at
in the current study.
all)to 5(unable)score.
Moreover, symptoms parameters ( from item 24 to
29) items from 24 to 28 it's rank from 1(none) to 5(extreme
Setting:
The current study was carried out at oncology center )score but item 29 rank from 1(no difficult )to 5(so much
in Minia city in inpatient surgical department, surgical difficult ) also Psychological parameter ( 30) rank from
outpatient clinic and inpatient and outpatient chemotherapy 1(strongly disagree) to 5(strongly agree )score. Lastly work
department.
parameter ( from item 31 to 34) Rank from 1(no difficultly )to
5(unable )score.
Overall scoring of DASH scale was estimated as the
Study Duration:
The total data collection was collected over a period following: less than 33 has no dysfunction, 33-66 has mild
of eight months starting from July 2016 to February 2017.
dysfunction, 67-99 has moderate dysfunction, 100-132 has
severe and more than 132 unable.
Subjects:
A purposive sample of (60) female adult patients was Scale 2: Muscle Strength Scale
assigned in the current study, they classified equally and
This scale assesses muscle strength and monitoring
alternatively into two equal groups (n= 30) for a control group over time and to follow progression or remission of disease.
and (n= 30) for study group according to the determination of This scale Adopted from Hahn AF, et al., (1996) (12)and
the sample size based upon the following sample calculation developed by Paternostro-S, et al., (2008) (13). Scale rank
formula (9):
from 0 (total paralysis) to 5(normal muscle strength). Scoring
t2 x p (1-p)
system for this scale when patient assessment indicates five
N
=
scores this mean she has normal muscle strength but when
m2
have zero scores mean she has complete paralysis.
(1.96)2 x 0.04 (1- 0.04)
N = 59
0.052
Both groups of the current study were selected according to the
following inclusion criteria:
N

=

Inclusive criteria:
1) Adult female (20 – 60 years).
2) Conscious and oriented.
3) Patients have first or second or third stage of breast
cancer and scheduled for mastectomy.
4) In the preoperative period( day of surgery).
5) Receiving chemotherapy or radiotherapy after
surgery.
Tools of data collection
Three scales and one tool were utilized to collect
pertinent data for this current study.
Tool 1: Bio sociodemographic characteristic and structured
interview schedule. It was developed by the researcher after
revising extensive literature review(10). It was collected at the
first interview and it covers two main parts:
Part one: The socio-demographic data for the patient
which includes (such as age, marital status).
Part two: The medical-surgical information data as:
(such as date of admission, type of mastectomy and location of
surgery).
Scale 1: Disabilities of the Arm, Shoulder and Hand
Scale (DASH)
This scale used to evaluate patient’s upper extremity
disabilities post mastectomy. Adopted from Hudak PL,
Amadio PC and Bombardier C (1996)(11). It includes 6
parameters (physical, social, symptoms, psychological, work
and recreational) and was modified by the researcher who
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Scale 3: Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale
This scale was applied to patients to assess patient’s
self-esteem. This scale Adopted from Rosenberg. (1965) (14).
It composed totally from 10 items measures positive feelings
about the self-was measured by patients answering of items (1,
2, 4, 6, and 7) and measures negative feelings about the selfwas measured by patients answering of items (3, 5, 8, 9, and
10 which are reversed in valence). Scale rank for positive
items(1, 2, 4, 6, and 7) from Strongly agree = 3to Strongly
disagree = 0.While Scale rank for negative items(3, 5, 8, 9, and
10) Strongly agree = 0 to Strongly disagree = 3.
Scoring system for this scale calculated by the sum of
patients positive and negative answering it ranges from 0 to 30
when patients assessment range from(15 to 25) this mean she
has normal self-esteem but when she has scored below 15 this
means has low self-esteem and higher than 25 scores until 30
scores indicate higher self-esteem.
Validity of tools
Tools content validity was done to identify the degree
to which the used tools measure what was supposed to be
measured. The developed tools were examined by a panel of
three experts in the field of the study (Minia University). All
jury member (100%) agree that current study tools were valid
and relevant with the aim of the study.
Reliability of tools
Cronbach’s alpha reliability of the Disabilities of
Arm, Shoulder, and Hand (DASH)questionnaire was 0.96,
inter-rater reliability agreement of the medical research council
Muscle Strength Scale (MSS)were finger extension: 0.77 &
wrist extension: 0.78), and test-retest reliability for the
Rosenberg Self-esteem Scale (RSS)range from 0.82 to 0.85.
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A pilot study was carried out on 6 patients (10%) of the total from 1to3days) then in outpatient clinic and chemotherapy for
sample to test feasibility, objectivity, and applicability of the follow-up. The total number of sessions for data collection &
tools. Those patients were excluded from the study.
training session for the study group was 5-7 sessions. Its
duration for both study groups was ranged from 30 to 60
minutes.
Ethical Consideration
An official permission to conduct the study was
Educational information and training practices about
obtained from the ethical committee of the faculty of nursing, post-mastectomy exercises were applied by the study group at
dean of nursing faculty, oncology institute director, research a day of surgery and the researcher was evaluated and ensures
center afflicted to Egypt Ministry of Health and agreement their competence in this practice immediately on the same day
from Egypt academic for research center and technology. according to practice checklist. It was started on the second
Written consents were obtained from subjects who were day of surgery before removal of drains specific exercises such
informed about the purpose, procedure, benefits, nature of the as shoulder rolls, hand squeeze, elbow stretch, wrist exercise,
study, follow-up and she had the right to withdraw from the until removal of the drains. After drain removal from patients,
study at any time without any rationale. Confidentiality and the exercises which were performed by patients before removal
anonymity of each subject were ensured through coding of all of her drain were repeated plus others exercises which were
data and protecting the obtained data.
applied such as arm stretch, arm lift, hands on head, hands
behind neck and wall crawl. Also, the researcher has given
patients a photo brochure prepared by researcher after
Procedure
The current study was conducted by preparing of extensive literature review (15-16). It was included 9 types of
different data collection tools, in addition obtaining formal exercises. Also, instructions regard duration and frequency to
paper agreement which was taken induration one month before ensure that the patients perform this exercises accurately after
conducting the study. Collection of study data was done their hospital discharge (4-6 weeks) and at home.
through daily basis (3 to 4 days per week ) during morning or
Follow-up for all patients (study &control) started at
evening shift.
the day (15th, 30th, and 45th ) postoperatively through face to
Selected sample was admitted to female surgical units face interview to evaluate the extent of upper limb disabilities
in their preoperative period( day of surgery) patient who was and their self-esteem. Also, researcher encouraged patients of
scheduled for a mastectomy was informed by the researcher the study group to attend follow-up.
individually about purpose and nature of the study, then
researcher obtained oral or written consent from those who Statistical analysis of data.
accepted to participate in this study. The researcher has started
Data were summarized, tabulated, and presented using
a collection of data from control group firstly in four months descriptive statistics in the form of frequency distribution,
by using the first tool (Bio socio-demographic characteristics ) percentages, means and the standard deviations as a measure of
and the three study scales. While data collection from study dispersion. A statistical package for the social science (SPSS),
group was started after finishing control group by using the version (20) was used for statistical analysis of the data, as it
first tool and the three scales.
contains the test of significance given in standard statistical
Data collection for study sample was done in inpatient books(17). Numerical data were expressed as mean and SD.
surgical department first during their hospitalization (ranged
Results
Table (1) :- Distribution of the Socio demographic characteristic for both study & control groups subjects. (n= 60).
Groups
2
Demographic data
P – value
Study (n=30)
Control (n=30)
No.
%
No.
%
Age / years
181
3.3
1
3.3
3011
36.7
8
26.7
0.872
4212
40.0
14
46.7
t=.704
NS
54- 65
6
20.0
7
23.3
Mean ± SD
44.9 ± 9.1 years
45.8 ± 9.5 years
Marital status
Single
1
3.3
4
13.3
Married
24
80.0
21
70.0
4.500
0.212
Widow
3
10.0
5
16.7
NS
Divorce
2
6.7
0
.0
Residence
Rural
19
63.3
21
70.0
0.300
0.584
Urban
11
36.7
9
30.0
NS
Educational level
Illiterate
21
70.0
23
76.7
0.382
.826
Read and write
3
10.0
2
6.7
NS
Secondary school and diplom
6
20.0
5
16.7
Occupation status
Work
1
3.3
1
3.3
Farmer
2
6.7
1
3.3
0.352
0.839
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Groups
2
Demographic data
P – value
Study (n=30)
Control (n=30)
No.
%
No.
%
housewife
27
90.0
28
93.4
NS
NS= not significant
It showed that the mean average age among study& control group were similar constituted 44.9 ± 9.1 years and 45.8 ±
9.5 years respectively. As regards marital status for both groups, the highest percentage among study and control groups were
married constituted ( 80%&70%) respectively while the lowest percentage for same groups were single constituted (3.3% &
13.3%). On the other hand, the table results found that more than two-thirds of the study sample(study and control group) were
lived in rural area constituted (63.3 % &70 %) respectively. Related to their educational level (70%&76.7%) respectively of the
current study sample (study and control groups) were illiterate while most of them were occupied as housewives. Lastly, there
were no significant differences between study and control groups regarding socio demographic characteristics.
Table (2) Percentage distribution patients of both study & control groups according to overall scoring of DASH scale after
applied post mastectomy exercises during three observations (n= 60).
Groups
Fisher
Total DASH scale
Study (n=30)
Control (n=30)
P
exact
No.
%
No.
%
1st observation
Mild dysfunction
19
63.3
0
.0
Moderate dysfunction
9
30.0
0
.0
52.593
0.000**
Severe dysfunction
2
6.7
25
83.3
Unable
0
.0
5
16.7
Mean ± SD
64.1 ± 17.7
122.4 ± 9.6
t=15.901
0.000**
2nd observation
Mild dysfunction
26
86.7
0
.0
Moderate dysfunction
4
13.3
5
16.6
Severe dysfunction
0
.0
23
76.7
51.111
0.000**
Unable
0
.0
2
6.7
Mean ± SD
52.6 ± 12.5
110.2 ± 11.6
t=18.543
0.000**
3rd observation
No dysfunction
1
3.3
0
.0
Mild dysfunction
27
90.0
0
.0
52.842
0.000**
Moderate dysfunction
2
6.7
17
56.7
Severe dysfunction
0
.0
13
43.3
Mean ± SD
45.7 ± 8.9
99.2 ± 12.3
t=19.289
0.000**
* p ≤.05
** p ≤.01
Table (2) illustrated that the highest percentage constituted (83.3%,76.7%,43.3%) respectively in three observations
among control group was had severed dysfunction except for lowest percentage among the same group was unable to function
constituted (16.7%,6.7%) respectively during their observation of 15th and 30th days from operation time ( first and second
observations) while the results for the study group showed highest percentage constituted (63.3%,86.7%,90.0%) respectively in
three observations indicate mild dysfunction after they applied mastectomy exercises. The rest of observation results revealed zero
percentage.
There were highly statistically significant differences among both study and control group regarding total scores in 1st
,2 , and 3rd observations.
nd

120
100
80.7

80

72

60

64.8

Control

40
39.2

20

31.4
0

27.7

1st observation
2nd observation
3rd observation

Figure (1) Mean scores for the physical status among three observations
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It showed that the mean average of physical status among study group after performing mastectomy exercise during three
observations was constituted (39.2 ± 12.0, 31.4 ± 7.7, 27.7 ± 6.2) respectively which indicate decline in their disabilities after
surgery while the mean average of physical status among control group during three observations was constituted(80.7 ± 6.7, 72.0
± 8.2, 64.8 ± 8.4) respectively which indicate increase in their disabilities after surgery.
Table (3) Percentage distribution of the patients of both study & control groups as regarding to their muscle strength (n= 60)
Muscle Strength Status
Fair or Slight Weakness
Good Muscle Strength
Normal Muscle Strength
Test of significance
Mean ± SD

1st observation
Study (n=30)
No.
%
2
6.7
9
30.0
19
63.3
2 = 10.276
4.6 ± .6

Control (n=30)
No.
%
7
23.3
16
53.3
7
23.3
P – value = 0.002**
4.0 ± .69

2nd observation
Study (n=30)
No.
%
1
3.3
7
23.3
22
73.3
2 = 18.109
4.7 ± .5

Control (n=30)
No.
%
8
26.7
16
53.3
6
20.0
P – value = 0.001**
3.9 ± .7

3rd observation
Study (n=30)
No.
%
0
0.0
8
26.7
22
73.3
2 = 19.810
4.8 ± .4

Control (n=30)
No.
%
8
26.7
16
53.3
6
20.0
P – value = 0.000**
3.9 ± .7

Table (3) revealed that the majority of study group has normal muscle strength constituted (63.3%,73.3%,73.3%)
respectively in three observations after they applied mastectomy exercises during their observations while minority of control
group has normal muscle strength (23.3%,20 %,20%) respectively in three observations. There were highly statistically significant
differences among both study and control group regarding their muscle strength status in 1st, 2nd, and 3rd observation.
Table (4) Percentage distribution of the patients of both study & control groups as regarding their self –esteem assessment (n=
60)
Self- esteem
Normal self esteem
Low self esteem
Test of significance
Mean ± SD

1st observation
Study (n=30)
No.
%
18
60.0
12
40.0
2 = 11.915
16.3 ± 4.7

Control (n=30)
No.
%
5
16.7
25
83.3
P – value = 0.001**
10.9 ± 3.8

2nd observation
Study (n=30)
No.
%
24
80.0
6
20.0
2 = 24.093
18.2 ± 4.7

Control (n=30)
No.
%
5
16.7
25
83.3
P – value = 0.001**
11.1 ± 3.7

3rd observation
Study (n=30)
No.
%
26
86.7
4
13.3
2 = 26.786
18.9 ± 4.5

Control (n=30)
No.
%
6
20.0
24
80.0
P – value = 0.000**
11.8 ± 2.5

Table (4) showed that the highest percentage constituted (60.0%,80.0%,86.7%) respectively in three observations among
study group was had normal self-esteem after they applied mastectomy exercises except lowest percentage among the same group
was had low self-esteem constituted (40%, 20%, 13.3%) respectively during their observation of15,30, 45th days from operation
time (first, second and third observations ) while reverse percentage constituted (83.3%,83.3%,80%) respectively in three
observations among control group was had low self-esteem. There were highly statistically significant differences among both
study and control groups regarding their self-esteem assessment in 1st, 2nd, and 3rd observation.
Discussion
The present study revealed that, the mean average age
among study& control groups were similar constituted 44.9 ±
9.1 years and 45.8 ± 9.5 years respectively this related to the
risk of breast cancer increased with age among Egyptian
women. This result was in agreement with Mamdouh, et al
.(2014) (18) who mentioned that, distribution of breast cancer
among Egyptian patients was occurring between 30-60 years
of age. The median age at diagnosis is 49 years.
Also, another research agrees with the current study
finding Farouk, et al. (2016 ) (19) illustrated that the incidence
of breast cancer increases with age and breast cancer in young
women is considered aggressive and associated with a poor
prognosis.
This result was also in contradicted with National
Cancer Institute( 2017) (20) revealed that the risk of breast
cancer increases as individuals aged because the older are more
likely to be exposed to changes in their cells.
The result of this present study illustrated that the
majority of patients were married in both groups. From the
researcher's point of view, this may be due to long-term use of
oral contraceptives. This result agreed with Augustin
Balekouzou, et al. (2017) (21)illustrated that prolonged
endogenous estrogen exposure and use of oral contraceptive
pills have been associated with breast cancer.
As regard, current study sample ’s residence showed
that the majority of patients were from the rural area in both
groups this may be related to limited access to medical care for
cancer patients except in one urban city at minia Government.
Another rationale was the rural women had specific personal
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characteristics as lifestyles, economic and environmental
factors …etc. that resulted in their risk in exposing for breast
cancer this result supported by Dey, et al. (2010) (22). While,
according to Huo, et al. (2014) (23) report that the patients from
rural areas were significantly more likely than urban patients to
present with late-stage of breast cancer. This finding raises
questions regarding availability and utilization of preventive,
screening, and diagnostic services in rural areas.
In contrary with the current study findings Fei, et al. (
2015) (24) mentioned that, the incidence rate of breast cancer
was reported to be approximately 2.3 times greater in urban
areas than in rural areas. This may reflect higher exposure to
risk factors in urban environments.
The present study revealed also that more than two-thirds of
the study and control groups were illiterate because women
with low income and low education tend to have more
advanced disease, Egyptian rural culture not allowed for
women to attend or complete their education level.
On the other hand; Shehnaz, et al (2008) (25) study was with
contradicted this finding, the women with higher education
were more likely to be diagnosed with breast cancer. They
concluded that the women with higher education levels attend
breast cancer screening to a greater extent than less educated
women.
The result of the current study revealed that decrease
disabilities of the upper limb in study group more than the
control group. This finding is in agreement with Ana, et al. (
2008) (26) they reported that the effect of an early exercise
program after mastectomy, beginning the first postoperative
day compared to the control group, the experimental group
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demonstrated significant improvements in range of motion and their muscle strength and self-esteem. Results illustrated that
functional abilities score post exercises, indicating less there were highly statistically significant differences between
disability for the exercise groups.
study and control groups regarding upper limb function,
Results of the current study showed that a highly muscle strength and self-esteem in 1st, 2nd and 3rd observations
statistically significant improvement regarding physical status post-mastectomy.
parameters. Because post mastectomy exercises improve
shoulder range of motion lead to improving arm function and Recommendations:
improved physical function. This result was further supported
 Based on the research findings the patients' health
by Siew and Aisya (2015) (27)they found that exercise seems to
education about applying upper limb exercises postbe the one rehabilitation method showed significant
mastectomy had a positive effect on patients' upper
improvement in the physical outcomes e.g, for shoulder
limb disabilities.
mobility.
 The in-service training programs that illustrate
In addition, this result was further supported by
purposes and benefits of early post mastectomy
Roger. Anderson, et al. (2012) (28) reported that illustrate early
exercises for staff nurses is very important.
exercise intervention after breast cancer surgery, illustrate a
 Follow a nursing guidelines for post-mastectomy
significant improvement in physical function, with no decline
exercises based on evidence nursing practice.
in health-related quality.
 Nurses emphasis to provide an emotional support and
Regarding the effect of exercise on muscle strength.
maintain a psychological status for the women who
The current study revealed that the majority of study group has
have a mastectomy to ensure their self-esteem
normal muscle strength because exercises prevent shortening
improvement.
of the muscles, prevention of contracture of the joints, and
improvement in lymph and blood circulation after mastectomy Acknowledgment
this lead to maintain normal muscle strength. This finding is
The researchers would like to acknowledge the
compatible with Siew and Aisya (2015) (27) they reported that, contribution of all participants who kindly agreed to take part
exercise was found to be effective in improving shoulder in the study. They generously gave their time and attention to
mobility, limb strength, and wound healing.
conduct this study. This study would have been impossible
As well this finding also is in agreement with without their generosity.
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Abstract
Background: Hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection is a global health problem. Cirrhosis and end stage liver disease are
considered main complications among adults and children. Epidemiologically, Egypt show higher level of anti HCV
antibodies than other countries. The current study aimed to screen (HCV) infection among school children. Research
design: A cross-sectional research design was used to achieve the aim of this study. Sample: Two randomly selected
schools at Minia district (one urban and one rural) were included in the study, 750 students were included out of 862
with response rate 87%. Tools: A structured interviewing questionnaire that includes part one: demographic data
related to studied group, part two: included risk factors associated with HCV infection such as history of taking any
injectable medications drug use, history of blood transfusion, history of hospital operation... etc. while part three was
a rapid HCV antibody test. Results: The mean age of the study sample was 15.18 ± 1.959 years, regarding to results
of advanced quality rapid HCV antibody test, only 0.7% of school children were positive anti HCV. The most
prevalent risk factors among studied school children were ear piercing, history of taking injectable medications from
informal care provider, circumcision, scarification and history of dental procedure 99.3, 94.9, 88.8, 88.5, and 62.5%
respectively. Regarding relation between risk factors and percentage of anti HCV among school children, blood
transfusion, sharing shaving instruments and tooth brush are statistically significant. Conclusion: The study was
concluded that the percentage of school children (aged 12-18) years old who are probably infected with HCV was
0.7% (5 out of 750) in Minia district. Recommendations: Future studies should focus on the screening of HCV and
methods of prevention in some other nearby communities at Minia governorate to make early detection and provide
proper treatment.
Keywords: Screening, hepatitis c virus, school children.
Introduction
Hepatitis C virus is one of the most common viral
hepatitis that affects the liver and was first identified in 1989
(1)
. It is a lethal human virus that can cause a chronic lifelong
infection of the liver resulting in progressive liver disease that
culminates in the development of cirrhosis and hepatocellular
carcinoma (HCC) (2). Globally, an estimated 130–170 million
persons (2%–3% of the world's population) are living with
HCV infection. More than 350 000 deaths are attributed to
HCV infection each year, most of which are caused by liver
cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) (3).
National Egyptian health (2015) issues survey
was conducted to describe the prevalence of HCV
infection. Age group of (15–59 years) age, the
prevalence of HCV antibody was found to be 10.0% and
that of HCV RNA to be 7.0%. while children 1–14 years
old, prevalence of HCV antibody and HCV RNA were
0.4% and 0.2% respectively (4).
Hepatitis C virus is most commonly transmitted
through exposure to infected blood. This can occur through;
contaminated blood transfusions, blood products and organ
transplants, injections given with contaminated syringes and
needle-stick injuries in health-care settings. Other modes of
transmission such as social, cultural, and behavioral practices
using percutaneous procedures (e.g. ear and body piercing,
circumcision,) can occur if inadequately sterilized equipment is
used (5).
Data about Hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection in
children is limited compared to adults. Many infected children
remain unidentiﬁed as children are less likely to have
symptoms from their HCV infection. New infections in
children continue to occur because of maternal-neonatal
transmission or infection transmitted from mother to newborn.
The prevalence of pediatric infection varies from 0.05 to 0.36
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% in the USA and Europe and a mount for 1.8–5.8 % in some
developing countries (6).
Community
health
nurse’s
roles
during
screening are ensuring that the client understands the
reason for screening and the procedure, ensuring that
follow-up is available, monitoring and evaluating
screening activities, documenting both the process and
the results, and using screening activities as an
opportunity to provide health education (7)
Significance of the study
Hepatitis C virus infection is a global health problem
that can progress to cirrhosis and end stage liver disease in a
substantial proportion of patients (8). In Egypt, the situation is
quite worse. Epidemiologically, Egypt show higher level of
anti HCV antibodies than other countries (2). Egypt has the
highest recorded prevalence of HCV in the world with an
estimate of 10 % of the population are infected while 7 % are
chronically ill which is highly infectious, mortality is estimated
by 40 000 Egyptians a year and at least 1 in 10 of the
population aged 15 to 59 is infected (9).
Screening asymptomatic patients who may have an
increased likelihood of being infected with HCV is an
important step toward improving the detection and ultimately
treatment of infected individuals (10). Even though HCV
infection is one of the major causes of chronic hepatitis and
HCC in Egypt, there are no nationally representative estimates
of HCV prevalence among children under 15 years of age in
Egypt(9). So that screening for HCV is an important aspect for
disease prevention among children by early detection of the
virus and providing early and proper treatment and maintaining
good health for all individuals in the community.
Aim of the Study
This study aimed to screen HCV infection among
school children (aged 12-18) years old in Minia city.
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Research questions
1. What is the percentage of school children who are Validity and Reliability
probably infected with HCV؟
The content validity of the data collection tool was
2. What are the most common risk factors associated with examined by three experts who were affiliated to Faculty of
HCV infection during school age؟
Nursing, and Faculty of Medicine Minia University at
community health Nursing Department and Public Health and
Preventive Medicine Department. The tool was examined for
Subject and Methods
content coverage, clarity, relevance, applicability, wording.
Research design:
A cross-sectional design was used to achieve the aim of Based on experts` comments and recommendations; minor
the present study.
modifications had been made such as rephrasing and
rearrangements of some sentences.
Setting:
The current study was conducted in Zohra secondary Ethical consideration:
school located in Zohra village as a rural school and an Islamic
A written approval was obtained from the Research
preparatory school in Minia city..
Ethical Committee the Faculty of Nursing, Minia University.
An official permission was obtained from Directorate of
Education in Minia city. Oral consent was obtained from the
Sample
Stage I:
students’ parents. The directors of schools and the school
Two areas: one rural and another urban were selected children were informed about the nature, purpose of the study
randomly; Zohra village and Minia city.
and its benefits.
School children were informed that
- Stage II:
participation in the study was voluntary and they have the
Two schools out of 62 (total preparatory and rights to withdraw from the study at any time without giving
secondary in Minia district) were chosen randomly, Zohra any reason. Confidentiality was also assured through coding
secondary school from Zohra village and Islamic preparatory the data. Each participant was interviewed individually by the
school from Minia city.
investigator to fulfill the necessary data.
- Stage III:
Among 510 of school children in Zohra village, 432 Study procedure
children (response rate 84.7%) and 318 out of 352 children in
The investigator initially introduced himself to all
Islamic school (90.3%) were included in the study.
school children. Open discussion about HCV was initiated to
discover to what extent the school children have knowledge
about HCV and the purpose of study screening. Interview
Inclusion criteria:
School children 12-18 years old.
conducted to all school children to fill personal data and
Both males and females.
identify the risk factors they were exposed. The investigator
- Excluded students who are diagnosed with HCV
asked school children questions in the questionnaire and
marked their response in structured interview questionnaire.
The time taken to conduct the structured interview
Tools of data collection:
Structured interview questionnaire: it was developed questionnaire for each school child ranged from 3-4 minutes
by the research investigator after extensive review of related and rapid anti HCV test was done and the time taken until
literature with the consultation of the experts in the field of result obtained was 5-7 minutes. Rate was 18-20 school
community health nursing and public health from faculties of children / day. Data collection was conducted over a four
medicine and nursing at Minia university. The questionnaire months period extending from February 2016 till May 2016.
was in English language and composed of 23 questions within
three parts as the following:
Statistical design:
The collected data were, coded, categorized, tabulated,
 Part I: Personal and demographic data: such as (age,
gender, place of residence, number of family members, and analyzed using the Statistical Package for the Social
Science (SPSS 20.0). Descriptive data were expressed as mean
and occupation of parents…etc.).
 Part II: It includes risk factors associated with hepatitis c and standard deviation. Qualitative data were expressed as
virus infection such as (blood transfusion, surgery, needle frequency and percentage. Fisher exact and Pearson correlation
tests were used to investigate the presence of a statistical
stick, attending dentistry clinic…etc.)
significance differences with P. value < 0.05.
 Part III: Rapid HCV antibody test.
Results:
Table (1): Distribution of common risk factors associated with HCV among school children (n = 750)
Risk factors associated with HCV(Variables)
Yes
No
Unknown
No
%
No
%
No
%
HCV infected mother
6
.8
742
98.9
2
.3
HCV infection in relatives (not mother)
177
23.6
552
73.6
21
2.8
Taking any injectable medications from
712
94.9
36
4.8
2
.3
informal health care provider
Blood transfusion
31
4.2
716
95.4
3
.4
Hospital operation
350
46.7
400
53.3
0
.0
Exposure to dental procedure
469
62.5
281
37.5
0
.0
Hospitalization
167
22.3
579
77.2
4
.5
Needle stick injury
255
34.0
471
62.8
24
3.2
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Risk factors associated with HCV(Variables)
Yes
No
No
%
No
Circumcision (male or female)
666
88.8
84
Piercing {female only}
447
99.3
3
Sharing of shaving instruments.
99
13.2
649
Sharing of tooth brush
85
11.3
655
Scarification
664
88.5
73
Exposure to blood or body fluids

50

3.3

42

%
11.2
0.7
86.5
87.3
9.7
8.9

Unknown
No
%
0
.0
0
.0
2
.3
10
1.3
13
1.7
8

.7

Table (1) shows the most prevalent risk factors among studied school children were ear piercing, history of
taking any injectable medications from informal health care provider, circumcision, scarification and history of
dental procedure 99.3, 94.9, 88.8, 88.5, and 62.5% respectively.
Table (2): Percentage distribution of studied school children who may probably have HCV (n = 750).
Result of Advanced Quality rapid HCV antibody test.
No
%
 Positive
5
.7
745
99.3
 Negative
Total
750
100
Table (2) reveals that the number of school children who may probably have HCV infection. As the results of advanced
quality rapid HCV antibody test denoted that only 0.7% of school children were positive.

*p < 0.05

Figure (1): Relationship between the result of anti-HCV test and the gender of studied school children, Minia district,2016.
Table (3) Relationship between the common risk factors and percentage of positive and negative anti HCV among school children
(n = 750).
Hepatitis c antibody
Positive
Negative
P – value
Risk factors
Unkno
By
Yes
Yes
No
No (%)
wn
Fisher
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
Exact
Taking any injectable medications
60
40
95.1
4.6
0.3
0.062
from informal health care provider
Blood transfusion
40
60
3.9
95.7
0.4
0.029*
Hospital operation
40
60
46.7
53.3
.0
1.000
Exposed to dental procedure
80
20
62.4
37.6
.0
0.656
Hospitalization
40
60
22.1
77.3
0.5
0.330
Circumcision (male and female)
10
.0
88.7
11.3
.0
1.000
Needle stick injury
40
60
34
62.8
3.2
1.000
Piercing {female only}
80
20
99.3
0.7
.0
1.000
Sharing of shaving instruments
60
40
12.8
87
0.3
0.031*
Sharing of tooth brush
80
20
10.7
87.9
1.3
0.002*
Scarification
80
20
88.6
9.7
1.7
0.457
*P – value < 0.05

Regarding exposure to risk factors for HCV infection and the results of anti HCV test among studied school children,
blood transfusion, sharing shaving instruments and sharing of toothbrush were higher among positive school children than
negative (40% versus 3.9%, 60% versus 12.8% and 80% versus 10.7%) respectively and these differences were statistically
significant p = (0.02, 0.03, 0.002) respectively.
History of exposure to dental procedure, hospitalization, circumcision and needle stick injury were more frequent among
positive anti HCV school children than negative ones but these differences did not reach to a statistical significance. All positive
anti HCV school children don’t have HCV infection among their mothers and relatives.
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Discussion
Hepatitis C virus (HCV) is a major global health care
problem. The World Health Organization (WHO) estimates
that up to 3% of the world’s population has been infected with
the virus. The infection rate ranges from as low as 0.1% in
Canada to the extremely high rate of 18.1% in Egypt. Indeed,
HCV infection is now the leading cause for liver
transplantation worldwide. Few studies have evaluated the
epidemiology and risk factors of HCV infection in children in
Egypt (11).
Table (1) showed that the most prevalent risk factors
among studied school children were ear piercing, history of
taking any injectable medications from informal health care
provider, circumcision, scarification, history of dental
procedure, surgical operation, needle stick injury and HCV
infection in relatives (not mother) 99.3, 94.9, 88.8, 88.5, 62.5,
46.7, 34, 23.6% respectively.
On the other hand, Barakat SH and El‐Bashir N, 2011,
Egypt. A representative random sample of 500 children, age
between 6 and 15 years, was selected from 10 schools in
Alexandria, Egypt. The aim of their study was to estimate the
prevalence and identify the risk factors of (HCV) infection
among healthy Egyptian children. They found that Almost all
study participants had injections; in 30% of the sample (150
children mainly of the very low or low socioeconomic class),
these had been given by both formal and informal health care
providers. However, none of the studied children reported
sharing toothbrushes, needles or syringes. Only four children
reported living with an HCV-infected family member. The
most common potential risk factor for HCV infection was
surgery (approximately 11%) [Sutures, abscess draining,
tonsillectomy and appendectomy]. The second highest risk
factor was the use of intravenous catheters (approximately
7%), and dental procedures (approximately 5%) were in third
place. Only three children (between 7 and 10 years old)
received blood transfusions. (11) From the investigator’s point
of view, this change due to difference in the age group and
setting.
The result of screening for HCV infection among
studied school children (Table 2) indicated that only 0.7% of
school children were positive. According to the Egypt Health
Issues Survey 2015 (EHIS) percentage of positive HCV
antibody test (10-14 years) was 0.7%, and percentage of
positive HCV antibody test (15-19 years) was 1% .(12) On the
other hand, Abed N T, et al (2016), Benha, Egypt screened Six
hundred children (6-17 years) for HCV antibodies (HCV Ab)
and hepatitis B surface antibody concentration (HBsAb).
Regarding HCV, 4.7% of children were diagnosed as HCV
seropositive by ELISA for anti-HCV. (13) This change in the
results due to the difference in the test which used to detect
HCV antibody.
Kandeel A, et al (2017) described the HCV burden in
2015, compare the results with the national survey conducted
in 2008 and they showed that a significant reduction in the
overall prevalence of HCV antibody from 14.7 to 10.0%, and
HCV RNA from 9.9 to 7.0%, between 2008 and 2015 among
those aged 15–59 years. (14)
In this study (Figure 1) showed that 60% of positive
children were females compared to males 40% and this is like
Nigerian study by Eke C et al (2016). This was a crosssectional seroepidemiological study involving children aged
10-18 years. Four hundred and twenty children were selected
and screened comprising 210 (50.0%) males and females. The
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seroprevalence of anti-HCV was 4 (1.0%). Three (75%) out of
the four positive cases for the anti-HCV were females while
one was a male. (15)
In this study (Table 3), blood transfusion is a
significant risk factor for HCV infection (p=0.029) and it is
like Barakat SH et al, 2011, Egypt, they found that the most
signiﬁcant risk factors for anti-HCV positivity include blood
transfusion, dental procedures, surgery and intravenous
catheterization (12). These findings also agree with Abed N T, et
al (2016). (13)
In this study, Sharing shaving instrument in this study
is statistically significant (p =.031) and the reused and/or
unsterilized razors may transmit HCV and this result is
agreement with the study which evaluate Factors Influencing
Hepatitis C Virus Sero-prevalence among Blood Donors in
North West Pakistan Khattak, M .et al (2008) in which
household contacts of hepatitis C patients are known to have
increased risk of HCV infection, most likely due to sexual
contact and non-sexual household contacts like sharing of
razors or tooth brushes. (16)
In this study (Table 5), 80% of positive anti HCV
school children shared tooth brush versus 10.7% of negative
anti HCV School children shared tooth brush. Therefore,
sharing of tooth brush was a significant risk factor for
transmission of HCV in this study. HCV–RNA and infectious
HCV particles have been detected in the saliva and tears
obtained from patients with chronic hepatitis C. (17)
Davaalkham D et al ,2006, A nationwide crosssectional survey among elementary school children was
conducted in four main geographical regions and the
metropolitan area of Mongolia, through multistage, stratiﬁed,
random cluster sampling. Their study showed that not
signiﬁcant but higher risks were found in their study for the
variables of living with chronic hepatitis C carriers and sharing
toothbrushes. HCV can be transmitted within families and
between sexual partners; and that personal articles (such as
toothbrushes, razors, washcloths, and other items that might
have blood on them or pierce the skin) should not be shared
among family members. However, the association of anti-HCV
positivity and a household member’s chronic hepatitis in their
study may be attributed to extra-familial transmission such as
from iatrogenic sources of infection. (18)
Conclusion:
It was concluded from the current study results that
the percentage of school children (aged 12-18) years old who
are probably infected with HCV was 0.7% in Minia city.
Eighty percent of rural school children versus 20% of urban
school children were positive for anti HCV test but this
difference was not significance. Regarding relation between
risk factors and positivity of anti HCV among school children,
history of taking injectable medications, blood transfusion,
sharing shaving instruments and sharing of tooth brush are
statistically significance. History of exposure to dental
procedure, hospitalization and needle stick injury were more
frequently among positive anti HCV school children than
negative ones but these differences did not reach to a statistical
significance. All positive anti HCV school children don’t have
HCV infection among their mothers and relatives.
Recommendations
Based on results of the present study the following
can be recommended:
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1) Regular screening for school children as they have
8. Olivera-Martínez MA, Brahmbhatt R. Beyond the
prevalent risk factors for HCV infection.
direct costs of hepatitis C treatment: the balance
2) Future studies should focus on HCV among school
between costs and ethics. Antiviral therapy.
children to make early case detection and preventions
2016;21(8):651-2.
in some other communities at Minia governorate.
9. Benova L, Awad SF, Miller FD, Abu‐Raddad LJ.
3) Encourage future educational program for school
Estimation of hepatitis C virus infections resulting
children, teachers, children’s parents that focusing on:
from vertical transmission in Egypt. Hepatology.
definition about HCV infection, mode of
2015;61(3):834-42.
transmission, sign and symptoms and methods of
10. Jakobsen J, Nielsen E, Feinberg J, Fobian K, Katakam
prevention.
K, Hauser G, et al. Direct-acting antivirals for chronic
4) Educate the student good behaviors such as avoiding
hepatitis C. status and date: New, published in.
sharing tooth brush and shaving instruments.
2016(4).
11. Barakat SH, El‐Bashir N. Hepatitis C virus infection
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